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Rust Belt Region
1.1 ABSTRACT
For too long, the relationship between the natural and built environment 
has been ignored, resulting in a disconnect between humanity, nature, 
and architecture. Can enforcing this relationship change the way we think 
about urban design and resiliency? Like ecology, cities act much like an 
ecosystem, going through four phases; exploitation, conservation, release, 
and reorganization. For instance, cities go through periods of exponential 
growth where resources and capital of nutrients are combined.  Over a 
slow period, these resources are conserved and protected rather than 
used for innovation. In the case of a disturbance, the vulnerability of the 
system at this point leads to eventual collapse and release of resources. 
Finally, as a result of this release, the system can reorient itself along a 
pathway toward a new phase of exploitation and regrowth. Together, 
these phases are known as the adaptive cycle, an ecological resilience 
model developed by two ecologists at the University of British Columbia, 
C.S Holling and C.J. Walters. This cycle describes the socio-ecological and 
self-organizational patterns of complex systems over an extended period. 
Based on this knowledge, how can these four phases be applied to cities 
that have transitioned through similar patterns?
This work seeks to prove the adaptive cycle can be a holistic model for 
cities to establish architectural and urban strategies that increase city 
resiliency.  A new method for analyzing city systems through the adaptive 
cycle can be a holistic way to prolong resiliency by increasing density, 
diversifying industry, encouraging organizational autonomy, embracing 
all cultures, and generating new ideas. 
Once deemed the “Industrial Heartland of North America” but now 
represented as the ultimate decay of the American industrial system, 
Rust-Belt cities are the poster child for the many cycles through which 
a city evolves. The Rust-belt’s resource pool is incredibly valuable but is 
often dormant or underutilized. Vacant land and abandoned buildings 
are scattered throughout Rust-Belt urban cores, awaiting adaptive re-use. 
Their spatial structures offer great potential for dense urban corridors. 
Despite their population loss to other regions, a recent influx of immigrants 
to many Rust-Belt cities have stabilized their populations and have 
introduced a variety of skills, culture, and diversity to the region. 
This thesis focuses on a second-tier Rust-Belt city, Utica, New York located an 
hour North-West of the capital, Albany. Utica is a unique city, which previously 
played an incredible role in the manufacturing and textile  industries. However, 
the extreme deindustrialization which occurred in the late 20th century 
ultimately led to population loss and decreased urban connectivity, leaving 
the identity of Utica completely forgotten. This thesis seeks to apply the 
adaptive cycle model to Utica by targeting specific nodes within the urban 
context to place Utica on a positive trajectory of resiliency.  Through research, 
relative case studies are examined through the phases of the adaptive cycle 
to determine if these cities have overlapping qualities like those of Utica’s 
development. While some case studies are in different phases, research 
is helpful in understanding what interventions have proved successful in 
increasing or decreasing city resiliency. 
The investigation begins by analyzing Downtown Utica in terms of districts. The 
6 main districts of Downtown include the Genesee Street Commercial Corridor, 
Bagg’s Square, MWPAI Arts District, Bleeker International Corridor, Mohawk 
Valley Healthcare District (MVHS), and The Brewery District. These 6 districts were 
analyzed per their phase on the adaptive cycle and were measured against Utica 
(the host adaptive cycle). The intervention attempts to connect isolated adaptive 
cycle districts to the host adaptive cycle in order to unify all districts and place 
Utica on a positive trajectory toward resiliency. This is accomplished by choosing 
specific nodes in the Downtown area, and injecting them with low investment 
design qualities. This will create an evolutionary process that will transform these 
districts entirely. The network of nodes and the connectivity between them will be 
called the Utica Citywalk. This new urban amenity will encourage Utica’s economic, 
social, and civic growth allowing it to grow into the vision of a 21st-century Rust-
Belt city.
Figure 1.1.1
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter on Resilience Through Ecology aims to connect knowledge 
from various disciplines on ecological resilience to discover new concepts 
and further research and analysis. The methodology behind this chapter 
will address concepts of ecological resilience,complex adaptive systems, 
and resilience. The analysis of these concepts leads to a revelation that 
resilience theory can be used as a framework to note the progression of 
the built environment to therefore analyze and measure those changes 
in the urban landscape. In conjunction, this research leads to a new way 
of thinking about the relationship between ecological and urban studies 
and how they are very much alike.
A holistic approach to analyzing urban landscapes through the concepts 
of ecological resilience can communicate how complex adaptive systems 
such as the adaptive cycle organize themselves in a scalar panarchy. This 
chapter clarifies the notion that the theory and conceptual background 
of complex adaptive systems can be a practical way to analyze dynamics 
of change within an urban system seeing that they are both complex 
systems which adapt to change in the face of a disturbance. 
The ball-and-cup model is the most widely recognized concept of ecological 
resilience (Holling 1973; Fig. 2.1.1). An ecosystem (the ball) remains within 
a set of bounding conditions (sides of the cup), representing a resilient 
state because when perturbed, recovery trajectories are convergent 
to the bottom of the cup (by gravitational analogy). Perturbations—such 
as wildfires or extreme climate episodes can act on the ecosystem with 
sufficient force to move the ball across a threshold (cup lip) into a different 
resilient state (new cup). As a heuristic, the ball-and-cup model is intuitive 
(Nolting and Abbott 2016), but is limited in its suitability for translation 
to operational metrics (Desjardins et al. 2015), particularly for complex, 
multi-scale, and highly dynamic disturbance adapted ecosystems. 
For example, in the simple heuristic, the ball returns to the cup bottom 
following perturbation; this implies that ecosystems always return to the 
same stable,steady state after disturbance, and remain in this state until 
perturbed again.
Figure 2.1.1 Figure 2.2.1
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2.2 RESILIENCE THROUGH ECOLOGY
Without question, resilience is a natural phenomenon of ecosystems 
(Folke et al., 2004; Gunderson, 2000) and even though not yet proven, 
it is assumed that urban systems perform in similar ways (Alberti, 2009; 
Garmestani, C. Allen, & Gallagher, 2008). In context, resilience is defined 
as the capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and reorganize while 
undergoing change, so as to retain essentially the same function, structure, 
identity, and feedbacks (B. Walker & Meyers, 2004). This interpretation 
about the evolution of ecological systems can provide insight into 
understanding how urban landscapes can respond to unprecedented 
changes and continue to evolve without compromising their pathway 
toward resiliency. 
The interaction of human beings and nature such as cities and ecosystems 
are socio-ecological systems (SES), which are the actors studied in 
ecological resilience (B. Walker & Salt, 2006). According to Gunderson 
and Holling, resilience analyzes the changes occurring in socio-ecological 
systems to generate a hypothesis that explains the relationship between 
these systems and nature.. Therefore, it can be assumed that ecological 
resilience is concerned with determining how ecosystems are organized 
and operate. 
Ecological Resilience is a useful framework that can be used to explain 
the transformations of ecosystems through a perspective of multiple 
concepts such as: stability change, adaptive cycle, nested adaptive cycles 
(Panarchy), and the development of an urban landscape formed from 
diversity and discontinuity. These concepts will further develop through 
the investigation of these concepts through disciplines of philosophy and 
urban morphology seen in further sections.
“Resilience” is the ability of an ecosystem or social system to continue 
functioning despite occasional and severe disturbance. To understand 
resilience, imagine a rubber band and a piece of string tied in a loop. If 
the rubber band is stretched to twice its normal size, it returns to normal 
once the pressure is released. The rubber band is resilient because it can 
return quickly to its normal shape after being changed by a severe stress. 
The loop of string is very different from the rubber band because it breaks. 
The string is very different from the rubber band because it breaks if 
stretched beyond its normal size and is therefore not resilient. 
“Stability” implies constancy - things staying more or less the same. Stability 
is desirable if it reduces unwanted fluctuations. For example, an income is 
stable if there is a paycheck every month. It is unstable if a person does 
not receive a paycheck on a regular basis. Ecosystems and social systems 
that seldom change are more easily shifted to a different stability domain 
when external disturbances force them to accommodate change beyond 
their limited capacity (Gerald G. Marten, 2001).”
As demonstrated in Figure 2.2.1, the longer the ecosystem state or the 
more”stretched” the length of time, the higher the resilience and less stable 
the system is. In the context of a city or other systems during this state, there 
is minimal force that could be applied to cross thresholds or disturbances. In 
addition, low stability could also be visualized as more flexibility, meaning 
the system is quick to respond to unprecedented changes, resulting in 
higher resilience. High stability would mean the system is locked into a 
particular movement preventing it from being flexible, resulting in lower 
resilience. In the context of urban resilience and this thesis, the focus is 
to prolong the resilient state of the city system. This could be achieved 
by focusing on making cities less rigid, being intentional with planning 
and design choices, and making them more suitable for people in their 
everyday life.
Another important relationship to grasp is that of a system and its 
environment. For instance, time and space play a key role in a system 
maintaining its equilibrium state. In his thesis, Emilio Garcia references Folke 
with the definition of an equilibrium point as “the result of a continuous 
resolution between internal and external opposite forces that define a 
shifting balance (Folke et al., 2004).” In the context of ecological resilience, 
a system is always operating around a point of equilibrium. Complex 
systems are unique in that they act around multiple equilibrium points, 
each with individual domains of attraction (Peterson, C. Allen, & Holling, 
1998).
Ecosystem State
High Resilience
Low Stability
High Stability
Low Resilience
Ecosystem State
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Resilience Capacity Index, which is defined as the potential of a system 
to recover back to its original state following a “shock,” can exceed its 
maximum limit. If this instance occurs, the system can suddenly shift into a 
new equilibrium point. If the RCI is kept at a stable rate, it prevents the 
system from shifting away from equilibrium if a disturbance occurs. 
Figure 2.2.2 illustrates that possible regimes in a system can be 
metaphorically represented by a ball-and-cup diagram. The ball represents 
the current system state, and the cups or valleys represent the different 
possible regimes or domains of attraction in the system. A regime shift 
entails a shift from one domain of attraction to another. Regime shifts are 
usually due to a combination of a “shock” and slow changes in external 
drivers and/or internal feedbacks that change the domain of attraction 
(or resilience) of the different regimes (Biggs et al. 2011).
The concepts of resilience and stability may seem as though they are 
opposite, however jointly, they characterize the behavior of complex 
adaptive systems. While stability controls the degree of fluctuation within 
the system to prevent it from vulnerability, it also leaves the system more 
vulnerable to unexpected changes. To support this claim, Garcia references, 
“a complex system is hardly in a single equilibrium point for long. So if 
stability is interrupted two things could happen. First, the resilience of the 
system allows it to keep on working in the same stability state by making 
some adjustments in its performance; second, the resilience of the system 
is exceeded and the system shifts to a different stability state (Gunderson 
& Holling, 2002). This is termed a regime shift (Folke et al., 2004) (37).” In 
the instance of a regime shift, the outcomes are more or less unknown and 
the system is very unstable due to this unpredictability.
Regime 1 Regime 2
Regime 2
Change in underlying variables
Figure 2.2.2 Figure 2.2.3
2.2.2 Operation of Complex Systems
To declare if the theories and concepts surrounding ecological resilience can 
be applicable to the resilience of the built environment and urban landscapes, 
it is first crucial to investigate if the behavior of the built environment acts 
similarly to that of complex adaptive systems (CAS) (A. Holland, 1980; J. 
Holland, 1992; Garcia , 2013).
According to Emilio Garcia, “The study of CAS in ecology and urban 
landscapes is relevant to understanding how structures work, particularly 
structures that have emerged from the interaction of patterns (34).” As a 
result of these patterns Holling developed a set of characteristics associated 
with CAS which he defines as follows: “Aggregation, or how elements are 
grouped into bigger structures (individuals in a population), non-linearity (rules 
of interaction change as the system evolves producing unexpected results), 
diversity (more diverse systems are more robust and better prepared to buffer 
disturbances) and flow (interchanges between elements in a system (Garcia, 
2013, p. 34).” These defined characteristics are present within the framework 
of ecological resilience. 
Defining these characteristics is critical to determine if the changes occurring in 
the built and urban landscapes are measurable and comparable to complex 
adaptive systems. If you find parallels between the two, it would solidify the 
possibility of ecological resilience becoming a framework for urban landscapes. 
Based on the two types of disturbances, “shocks” and “slow burns,” how 
exactly are these factors measured within an urban system? Well, the 
results are circumstantial it is dependent on the scale/type of “shock” 
or “slow-burn” that occurs and how the region responds. In the case 
of a natural disaster such as a hurricane or tornado, typically regional 
resilience is not measured on whether or not these disasters occur less 
because of institutional action, usually they are measured by levels of 
destruction and fatalities. “Shocks” in which these disasters are, would 
be qualified as exogenous shocks. These shocks are defined as variables 
whose value is determined by an outside factor separate from the model. 
Exogenous variables are unexplainable and unpredictable within a system 
or economy. On the other hand, “slow burns” are endogenous, meaning 
their values are determined by the system. Endogenous variables are 
considered the dependent variables of a system. For example, in a supply 
and demand chain, the cost of a product is endogenous because it is 
determined by the producer in response to consumer demand. 
The re-organization of many cities is endogenous. It’s value is determined 
by the indicators representing the evolution of the system overtime such 
as policy makers, residents, non-profits, entrepreneurs, environmental 
organizations, etc. Another measure of regional resilience could be 
examining a city post-deindustrialization. A result of this could be that 
the city reorganizes itself by generating higher wage jobs,  increasing 
capital, establishing diverse leadership, or activating unoccupied land in 
an innovative and creative way. With that said, what deems a region 
resilient? How long is a region resilient for? What are the factors that 
make a region resilient? Are regions systems of equilibrium? To answer 
these questions, we look back at shocks and slow burn disturbances. 
When analyzing a region’s resilience after a shock such as a natural 
disaster, an analyst would compare regional statistics and patterns pre-
disturbance to post-disturbance such as population growth. In a few 
years, if the levels remained the same or increased, the region would 
be considered resilient in the face of a shock. Slow burn conditions have 
been long out of equilibrium. Regional circumstances are constantly in flux 
and the system is constantly adapting to the changing conditions. When 
studying de-industrialization of a region, a researcher might conclude 
that the influx of immigrants has led to lower unemployment rates. In the face 
of a slow burn, the region’s resilience is more dependent on the recent past. 
Pendall states, Rather than a supposed equilibrium,  the point of reference 
becomes the constantly changing recent past, such as “last year” or “previous 
quarter” If the region . . . hasn’t gotten worse, then the researcher would 
conclude that it is more resilient in the face of the slow burn than a region 
where the outcomes have deteriorated (Pendall, 7).” 
2.2.1 Shocks and Slow Burns
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2.2.3 The Four Themes of Urban Resilience
Figure 2.2.4
The concept of urban resilience is often difficult to define because cities 
are so complex. In an urban system, it is crucial to recognize that urban 
resilience is a multi-disciplinary dialogue between different stakeholders 
and disciplines. While resilience creates opportunity for interconnections 
across domains, the ambiguity of the term makes it difficult to rationalize 
and create policy. The long debate on the definition of resilience has 
hindered effective “operationalization, benchmarking, and measurement 
of resilience (Pizzo, 2015).” To avoid an elusive definition, Meerow 
proposed to following definition for resilience:
“Urban resilience refers to the ability of an urban system—and all its 
constituent socio ecological and socio-technical networks across temporal 
and spatial scales—to maintain or rapidly return to desired functions in 
the face of a disturbance, to adapt to change, and to quickly transform 
systems that limit current or future adaptive capacity (Meerow, Newell, 
7.”
According to Meerow, “Geographers and urban scholars have long 
debated what constitutes the “urban (7).”  Is it reasonable to state 
cities should operate like ecosystems? Or, should cities operate like 
linked systems of networks? Creating a visual of the “urban” requires 
analyzing cities on political, social, ecological, and technical scales as 
well as “complex “urban-rural and city-to-city linkages and resource flows 
(7).” Figure 2.2.4 is a representation of the 4 themes of urban resilience: 
Metabolic Flows, Governance Networks, The Built Environment and 
Social Dynamics. These 4 themes all operate on spatial and temporal 
scales, contributing to the discussion about the scalar nature of the 
“urban” in urban resilience. 
URBAN RESILIENCE
METABOLIC FLOWS
BUILT ENVIRONMENT SOCIAL DYNAMICS
GOVERNANCE 
NETWORKS
-Waste
-Food
-Energy
-Water
-Materials 
-Consumer Goods
-Buildings
-Utilities
-Transportation
-Ecological Greenspace
-States
-Labor
-Industry
-Consumers
-Demographics
-Public Health
-Capital
-Mobility
-Equity and Justice
-Education
The primary model in which resilience theory relies on is a model of 
complex systems called the adaptive cycle. Holling and Gunderson 
(2002) describe the adaptive cycle as “ a metaphor and conceptual tool 
for understanding long-term dynamics of change in complex adaptive 
systems like ecosystems and social-ecological systems.” The adaptive 
cycle can be visualized as a 3-D space in which potential, connectedness, 
and resilience are constantly in flux as the system moves throughout time. 
The adaptive cycle theory has four phases each represented in Figure 
2.3.1 as exploitation (r), conservation (K), release (Ω), and reorganization 
(α). The categories of potential, connectedness, and resilience define the 
four phases. In ecosystems, potential represents the range of available 
resources for the system such as nutrients, biomass, and diversity which 
in the result of a disturbance, could provide a wide range of future 
possibilities for the system. Connectedness refers to the “relationships 
between system elements and processes, and the degree to which 
elements are impacted by external variability, or by relationships that 
mediate the influence of external variability (Holling and Gunderson, 
2002a).” Finally, resilience describes a system’s ability to react and adapt 
to changes within the system including shocks and slow burns. A system 
that recovers and innovates creatively after a shock is said to be”resilient.” 
A system in the phase of a slow-burn acts much slower, but is resilient 
if the system recovers and shows progression from its previous regime 
character.. 
The first phase of the front loop, exploitation (r), is the emergence of a 
new regime. During this point, new resources are being accumulated and 
competition for those resources is high. Diverse niches are also being 
established, expanding the city at a very rapid rate. During exploitation 
(r), potential is low, but rising and resilience is high as the system is 
engrossing valuable capital. The transition between exploitation (r) and 
conservation (K) is a very slow one where most systems spend most 
of their time. As the system approaches conservation (K) there is less 
diversity within the system and resource supply level out. Connectedness 
is high at this point, but resilience is low as resources are being ‘stored’ 
and not used to accelerate innovation. 
The high connectivity of the system and the investment of resources reaching 
maximum capacity is the release (Ω) phase. Sundstrom and Allen (2019, 
2) describe this phenomenon in terms of an ecosystem stating, “examples 
in ecosystems would be the release of nutrients and biomass when a 
disturbance event such as a fire, drought, insectivory or intense grazing 
triggers a collapse.” Potential decreases because resources are given back 
to the system, connectedness decreases, and resilience is low but is being 
prepared to increase as resources will eventually ignite innovation. The final 
phase, reorganization (α) is when the system regenerates. Resources are re-
accumulated and growth re-establishes to form a new identity unique from the 
previous system. Potential is high as resources have emerged, connectedness 
is low, and resilience is high.  
Figure 2.3.1
2.3 DEFINING THE ADAPTIVE CYCLE
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No system can be analyzed on a scale, but rather they act on multiple scalar 
levels of social, time, and space organization. The concept of Panarchy 
was first acknowledged by Gunderson and Holling as “The interacting 
set of hierarchically-structured scales,” more descriptively, the framework 
that connects adaptive cycles in a nested hierarchy (Resilience Alliance). 
They coined the name panarchy from the Greek god of nature, Pan, to 
position it “as an antithesis to the word hierarchy” and to capture its “cross-
scale, interdisciplinary, and dynamic nature” (Holling et. al 2002:21,5). 
With this knowledge, it can be assumed that within each phase of the 
adaptive cycle, there are multiple connections between each phase. As 
seen in Figure 2.3.4, two significant connections are labeled “revolt” and 
“remember.” Smaller levels are faster, more innovative, and experimental 
while larger, slower levels stabilize and maintain resources and memory 
of the system’s dynamics. Furthermore, it can be said that the larger level 
sets the “rules” for which the smaller levels follow. For example,“revolt” can 
be visualized as when a small fire in a forest spreads to the crowns of the 
trees, then to another patch, and eventually the whole forest.  In addition, 
after a forest fire, the processes and resources accumulated at a larger 
level slow the leakage of nutrients, and options for renewal draw from 
the seed bank, physical structures, and surrounding species that form 
biotic legacy; this is known as the “Remember” function. 
The theory of SOC, or “Self Organized Criticality,” argues that complex 
systems can self-adapt to a place of stability while transitioning between 
both order and chaos. If systems are tuned to evolve to criticality where 
even small events can trigger a collapse or phase transition (Bak and 
Paczuski, 1985, de Oliveira, 2001, Pascual and Guichard, 2005) then it 
is not obvious that all spatial and temporal scales of a complex adaptive 
system could be at a criticality point or even within a narrow range of 
criticality concurrently. This would generate severe instability as even 
small disturbances would constantly cascade up and down system scales. 
Instead, at ecosystem-level system scales and larger, we tend to see 
stable quasi-equilibrium behavior which can persist long enough that it 
led earlier ecologists to assume that deterministic successional behavior 
and equilibrium dynamics was the norm (Clements, 1936). In fact, there is 
robust evidence for stability in larger-scale patterns such as biomass even
while community composition and abundance can be highly variable and 
even chaotic (Ernest and Brown, 2001, Scheffer et al., 2003, Hatton et al., 
2015, Vallina et al., 2017, Sundstrom et al., 2018). Brunk (2002) argues that 
systems require time to rebuild the structure that allows the transmission of 
disturbance. In forests, for example, it takes time to regrow the biomass that 
becomes the fuel load which can spread fire throughout the forest, making it 
likely that the region of parameter space encompassing SOC for a mature 
system is relatively broad and is a result of the higher frequency of regular 
collapses at smaller spatial and temporal scales (recall the power law 
behavior of disturbance events that defines self-organized criticality) that act 
to prevent disturbances from cascading up to the largest scales of the system. 
We hypothesize that the conservation (K) phase of an adaptive cycle may 
well operate at SOC or the edge of chaos, but only if cycles of collapse and 
renewal occur with sufficient frequency at smaller spatial and temporal scales 
(Brunk, 2002, Gunderson and Holling, 2002). The timescales, therefore, for 
a power law distribution of disturbance size and frequency that include the 
collapse of an entire mature system will necessarily be very long, unless a 
system is gradually pushed out of the parameter space in which a system can 
maintain SOC. For example, a slow changing variable such as climate change 
likely shrinks the region of criticality, making it easier for disturbances to 
trigger a system-wide collapse. If SOC is a feature of the evolution of complex 
systems over time (Bolliger et al., 2003), then this suggests that younger 
systems experience disturbance frequency rates that prevent the generation 
of order and complex frequency rates that prevent the generation of order 
and complex features, and adaptive cycles at all scale domains of the system, 
will show a range of evidence for the hallmarks of SOC—namely, differing 
degrees of power law behavior in the size distribution of disturbances and 
the spatial pattern of clusters of vegetation (Kefi et al., 2014).
In short, we would hypothesize that within each adaptive cycle nested within 
a system, power law behavior and edge of chaos dynamics will increase 
from none in the collapse phase, to weak in the reorganization phase, and 
then should steadily increase to strong as the system moves through the 
exploitation and conservation phases (Brunk, 2002).
2.3.1 Panarchy Model of Change
Figure 2.3.4
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Figure  2.3.5 
Conceptual diagram showing the relationship between 
scales of ecological structure and the nested adaptive 
cycles comprising a panarchy for a pine dominated 
ecosystem. Four adaptive cycles, and scales of structure 
are shown for this system (for convenience only). Within-
scale structures and processes interact across scales 
at key phases of the adaptive cycle. These cross-
scale interactions can take place from lower to higher 
levels in the panarchy and vice versa (yellow arrows) .
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Since its emergence, the Adaptive Cycle has been analyzed across a 
multitude of systems besides ecological such as social, economic and 
urban systems but not yet urban form. Before there was the adaptive 
cycle there was the Burgage Cycle, a model proposed by geographer 
Conzen (1960) which he describes as the “progressive filling in with 
buildings of the back-land of burgages (a medieval lot owned by a king 
or lord) terminating in the clearing of buildings and a period of urban 
fallow before the initiation of a redevelopment cycle (Pinho, 2009).” 
Similar to the Adaptive Cycle, the Burgage Cycle is divided into 4 
phases; Institutive, Repletive, Climax, and Regression. The Institutive phase 
is the first phase, where the lot is initially settled and is prepared for 
infrastructure. The Repletive phase describes the progressive in-filling of 
the land. Climax, is when the plot structure reaches maximum density 
leading to Regression where density and % of building coverage rapidly 
decreases and is eventually obliterated. The cycle then returns to another 
Institutive phase where it either adapts to new components or builds off 
pre-existing networks. 
Based on this synopsis, it is quite clear that the phases of both the 
Burgage and Adaptive Cycle are equivalent in value. In addition, in 
between phase transitions, each phase responds to influence from wider 
contexts and either adapts to those changes or relies on previous network 
structure to evolve. 
As designers of urban and architectural landscapes, it is important to 
think of these spaces in terms of preservation and mitigation, to be places 
that buffer intense disturbances. The Burgage Cycle as described by 
Conzen in Figure 2.3.6 shows the evolution of a plot of land in relation to 
the Adaptive Cycle. These diagrams show the need to think about urban 
design as naturally progressive system, not isolated or static. 
Different Phases of the Burgage Cycle by Conzen (1960), expressed as variation in building cov-
erage over time.
Figure 2.3.6 Figure 2.4.1
2.3.2 The Adaptive Cycle and Urban Place - 
The Burgage Cycle
% Building Coverage
Adaptive Cycle
Reorganization ReleaseExploitation-Conservation
Time
Burgage Cycle
2.4 CONCLUSIONS
The fundamentals of Resilience Theory can provide a deeper 
understanding of the behavior of complex systems when faced with 
unexpected disturbance. This chapter clarifies the notion that the theory 
and conceptual background of complex adaptive systems can be a 
practical way to analyze dynamics of change within an urban system 
seeing that they are both complex systems which adapt to change in the 
face of a disturbance. 
The evolutionary progression of ecosystems best explained through 
Ecological Resilience Theory, can be directly compared to the dynamics 
of change within an urban landscape. As described in the chapter, 
complex systems such as the Adaptive Cycle can be a model to describe 
the resilience and stability of urban landscapes in response to time and 
unprecedented change. By applying the phases of the Adaptive Cycle 
to an urban context, designers can begin to understand the positive/
negative indicators that influenced change within the system. By doing 
so, the established indicators will set the premise for regeneration of the 
urban fabric.  In addition, the Burgage Cycle by Conzen  directly relates 
to the Adaptive Cycle. However, it analyzes how urban form can be a 
generator of space that can also act as a buffer of change.  Because of 
this, the urban environment becomes a prime element for  interpreting the 
resilience of cities.
Resilience Theory also proves that all social and ecological systems are 
constantly influx. Often, change is seen as a bad thing, but it can also act 
as a positive influence on a system to innovate and create opportunity. 
Resilience acknowledges not just the importance of social, historical and 
physical attributes of an urban landscape, but its importance to develop 
new ideas and techniques in order to survive and exist. 
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The impact of applying a Resilience Theory approach to urban landscapes can be summarized as:
1.     A holistic approach to analyzing urban landscapes can communicate how complex systems operate at multiple 
scales and can have multiple stability states.
2. Resilience Theory proves that in the event of perturbation, a system always return to the same stable,steady state 
after disturbance, and remain in this state until perturbed again.
3.  The phases of the Adaptive Cycle though originally meant for describing ecological resilience, are equivalent to the 
evolutionary processes of urban systems, thus making it an acceptable model for cities to describe their ability to adapt 
and evolve.
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3.1 DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Detroit, the largest and most populous city of Michigan has deep rooted 
history in the automobile industry. Beginning in 1903, Henry Ford, William 
C. Durant, the Dodge Brothers, Packard, and Walter Chrysler established 
Detroit as the automobile capital of the world. The rapid growth of the 
industry led to the development of factories, service garages, and gas 
stations nationwide. By 1920, Detroit was the fourth largest city in the 
United States because of the automobile industry.
By the 1950’s during the Postwar era, smaller automobile manufacturers 
began to merge and eventually dissipated. By the end of the 1950’s, 
Detroit’s population reached over 1.8 million. During this era, Detroit also 
received an influx of African Americans from the South due to the strict 
Jim Crow laws. The migration led to increased competition for housing 
and employment leading to the beginning of racial discrimination in 
Detroit; one of the main contributors to its decline. In the 1950’s Detroit 
held one-third of the state’s population, over the course of the next sixty 
years, it would only see ten percent, completely eradicating Detroit’s 
tax base. The final blow to Detroit’s economy was the gasoline crises of 
1973 and 1979 which majorly effected the auto industry. Buyers became 
more attracted to smaller more fuel efficient cars made by international 
manufacturers leading to the closure of plants and unemployment.
Detroit’s decline can not be based upon a single cause, it must be 
examined through the framework of a complex system such as the 
adaptive cycle. Currently, the city of Detroit is moving through a period 
of re-organization in which the underemployed and resources can be 
recombined to regenerate resilience after the city’s rapid decline. 
History
Immigration Influx
Population
1750 1775 1800 1825 1850 1875 1900 1925 1950 1975 2000
Britain wins city from the 
French
1760
Detroit becomes a chartered 
city
1802
German (1825)
Irish (1830) Italian (1855) Great Migration (1910-1930)
(southern, western, eastern Europe; African 
American)
Lebanese. Assyrian (1950)
Second Great Migration (1940-1970)
(African American)
Polish (1857)
Scandinavian (1849)
U.S. forces capture 
Detroit from the 
British
1796
Detroit is re-incorpo-
rated into Michigan 
territory
1815
Henry Ford 
est. Detroit 
Automobile Co.
1898
Ransom E. Olds 
opens first auto man-
ufacturing plant
1899
Walter Chrysler 
starts the Chrysler 
Corp.
1925
Twelfth Street Riot
1967
Gasoline Crisis 
Triggers auto 
decline
1974
Mayor Dennis 
Archer raises 
city’s credit rating 
sparking urban 
renewal
2001
Ford opens Henry 
Ford Co.
1901
Packard Motor Car 
Co. opened in 1903 
is shuttered
1958
General 
Motors is 
Founded
1908
850
286,000
1.8 million
713,777
White Emigration (1950-2010)
What Classifies Detroit as a Rust-Belt City?
Detroit
Exploitation
Named the largest city in Michigan and what was once the fourth 
largest city in the United States,  Detroit has a deep rooted history that 
clearly follows the phase progression of the adaptive cycle. While Detroit 
is mainly known for its role in the automobile industry today,  in the city’s 
early exploitation , it was at the center of the Great Lakes fur trade. The 
fur trade was an incredible industry that grew rapidly because Native 
Americans did not want to take part in acquiring European money, so 
they decided to trade for goods. Following the seasons, when the river 
was not frozen, the Native Americans and French used the waterways 
leading to the Great Lakes to trade their clothing, tools, and jewelry. This 
eventually led to the development of small and large trading posts along 
the Atlantic Coast. What makes Detroit such a prominent location for 
the fur trade, is its positioning along the Detroit River which is a major 
connection point between the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River which 
leads to the Atlantic, making the heartland of American accessible to 
Europeans. 
Clearly, Detroit’s establishing its identity based upon a single industry 
has not changed much since 1775. The establishment of the fur trade in 
Detroit contributed greatly to its development and population increase 
during this time which attracted settlers from various backgrounds around 
the world. In conclusion, this brought a great deal of cultural diversity, skill, 
and successful industry to this region. 
1750 1755 1760 1765 1770 1775
-1750: Population reaches 900
- Governor rewards Frenchmen 
with animals and farm equipment.
-1751: 7 Forts open to protect fur 
trade region; German Settlers
-Population drops to 483
-1752: Small Pox and Famine 
Threaten Detroit Settlement
-1754: Beginning of French and 
Indian War between England 
and France. 
-1762: First Jewish settler 
Abraham Chapman arrives.
-1764: Many Detroit inhabitants 
decide to leave and reside in 
present day St. Louis, decreasing 
Detroit’s population rapidly.
-1769: British Lieutenant George 
McDougall buys Hog Island 
from  Native Americans; today it 
is called Belle Isle.
-1771: Detroit is at the center of 
the Great Lakes fur trade.
-1773: Detroit’s population grows 
to 1,400 with 280 residences.
-1760: British Major Robert 
Rogers and his troops take 
command of Detroit.  As part of 
the treaty at the end of the war, 
Britain obtains Detroit from the 
French.
1750-1755 1761-1765 1766-1770 1771-17751756-1760
-Transition from Re-Organization 
to Exploitation
-French and British tension
-Protect Fur Trade Industry
-Disease and Famine
-New Infrastructure (forts)
-War
-New Leadership -Migration and Emigration
-Immigration
-Attacks between Indians and 
Europeans
-Expanding territory -Main Industry is established
-Leveling population is an 
indicator of moving toward 
conservation phase. 
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Figure 3.1.1
Figure 3.1.2
Image 3.1.2
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Conservation
Once Detroit began to establish its identity due to the success of its fur 
trade industry, more and more people began to settle in this region 
due to the increasing potential it had to become a thriving metropolis. 
Continually over the next century, Detroit would see some periods of 
devastation, however in retrospect it began to flourish immensely. 
The growing population, introduction of new technologies, improved 
infrastructure, and establishment of civil services for residents places 
Detroit in the conservation phase of the adaptive cycle between 1775-
1900.
Many cities experience similar patterns of growth as they transition 
from the exploitation to conservation phase. Like a forest, once a city is 
established, its residents begin to innovate in order to sustain themselves 
and create opportunities for urban growth. In the case of Detroit, once it 
was incorporated as a city a part of Michigan territory, the population 
skyrocketed resulting in an increase of public infrastructure such as schools, 
churches, and businesses. From there, the original fur trade industry in 
which the city was built upon began to diminish and be overtaken by 
larger industries such as manufacturing and automobile. This isn’t to say 
the death of its major industry was a bad thing, in fact the emergence 
of revolutionary industries nearly tripled Detroit’s population leading it to 
be the 4th largest city in the United States by 1950. The automobile and 
manufacturing industries created thousands of jobs for people coming 
from all around the world, also making Detroit the most diverse city in the 
country at that time. 
It is safe to say that with the success of these industries in the 1900’s, cities 
were booming. With the fast immigration of people to these locations, 
architectural, technological, transportation, industrial, communal, and 
entertainment advancements were driving forces in the exponential 
growth of city centers like Detroit. Referring back to chapter 1, the 
conservation phase of the adaptive cycle tends to be where the system 
spends the most time. In the case of Detroit, this is where most of its 
success  and development occurred until it could no longer support the 
capacity at which it was operating.
 1775 1787 1820 1900 1950
-1776: Britain’s 13 Colonies de-
mand independence, Detroit is 
not one of them.
-1778: Population is 2,144 not 
including military or prisoners.
-1752: Small Pox and Famine 
Threaten Detroit Settlement
-1783: Michigan becomes apart 
of the United States
-1787: Representatives from 12 
of the 13 colonies meet to draft 
the Constitution of the United 
States.
-1821: Fur trade begins to 
decline
-1825: Detroit’s first mayor is 
elected.
-Erie Canal is completed
-Influx of German Immigrants
-1827: Detroit establishes city 
seal and motto.
-Population: 1,517
-1830: Detroit’s Population: 
2,222; Michigan’s Population: 
31,639.
-Influx of Irish Immigrants
-1832: Cholera Epidemic
-1833: Detroit’s first race riot 
occurs; starts anti-slavery 
movement.
-1834: Second Cholera 
Epidemic kills 600; 1/8 of city’s 
population.
-1835: Michigan territory 
reaches 85,000 people 
qualifying it for statehood.
-1837: Michigan becomes 26th 
state with Detroit as its first 
capital.
-Anti-Slavery Society is estab-
lished; heavily influenced the Un-
derground Railroad.
-1840: Detroit’s Population: 
9,192; Michigan’s Population: 
212,267.
-1849: Influx of Scandinavian Im-
migrants.
-1848: Capital moves from De-
troit to Lansing.
-1850: Shipping becomes largest 
industry.
-Detroit’s population rises to 
21,000.
-1854: First railway between 
Detroit and New York City is 
completed.
-1855: Influx of Italian Immigrants
-1857: Influx of Polish Immigrants
-1870: Detroit’s population is 
79,577; half of the population is 
from another country.
-1889: Detroit’s first skyscraper; 
Hammond Building.
-1890: Detroit’s Population 
reaches 207, 876 ranking it 15th 
amongst American cities. 
-1900: Detroit’s population is 
285,704, making it the 13th larg-
est city in the United States.
-12% of the population does not 
speak English, the highest in the 
nation.
-Detroit is the leading city for 
manufacturing of ships, cigars, 
heating and cooking stoves, 
beer, rail cars, machines, and 
pharmaceuticals. 
-1901: Henry Ford establishes 
Henry Ford Co.  
-1911: Chevy opens first factory.
-1916: Influx of African Americans
-1918: Influenza outbreak, WWI 
ends
-1920: Detroit is the 4th largest 
city in America.
-1930: Detroit’s population 
reaches 1.5 million.
-1941: War production
-Davidson Freeway is built; first 
urban freeway built in U.S.
-1943: The Detroit Race Riot; 63 
Deaths
-1793: Jacob Young becomes first 
African American to purchase 
land in Detroit from the French.
-1796: Detroit becomes apart 
of Wayne County. This area 
occupies most of Michigan and 
parts of Ohio, Indiana, and 
Wisconsin.
-1802: Area charter for Detroit is 
approved; incorporated as a city 
of 213 acres. 
-1804: U.S. opens a land office in 
Detroit
-1805: Detroit is destroyed by a 
fire. 
-1806: Detroit is incorporated 
into Michigan territory
-1810: Detroit’s population is 770 
and Michigan territory has 4,762 
residents.
-1815: Detroit becomes a city 
with a population of 850. The 
city now has businesses, schools, 
and churches
-1819: Population is 1,100
1775-1787 1821-1900 1900-19501788-1820
-Population Rising
-Michigan becomes a state
-Slavery is banned in NW 
territory
-Colonies demand 
independence
-Major Development
-French, Dutch, German, and 
African American Settlement
-Businesses, schools, churches, 
shops.
-Detroit is incorporated into 
Michigan territory
-Technological advancements 
(printing press)
-War 
-First Road Construction
-City’s first newspaper, Detroit 
Gazette
-University of Michigania is 
established. 
-Population continues to grow.
-Population Growth
- Disease
-Improved Infrastructure
-Technological Advancements
- Civil Services are established for residents
-Parks and Recreational Destinations are established.
-Racial Inequality is lifted 
-Women’s Rights
-15th Amendment is ratified
-Universities
-Manufacturing
-Sports
-Transportation Advancements
-Immigration
-Churches
-Public School System
-Large focus on automobile industry
-Thousands of jobs created
-Exponentially growing population
-Disease
-Rise of entertainment 
(sports,broadcasting,musical arts, 
organizations,zoo)
-New Infrastructure 
(skyscrapers,airport,freeway)
-Riots
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Image 3.1.3: Ford Motor Company: Factory in Dagenham, 
England 1931. Source: Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc.
Figure 3.1.3
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Release
As with all complex adaptive systems, there is a threshold in which 
the system becomes extremely vulnerable and eventually collapses. As 
discussed in chapter 1, this is known as the release phase of the adaptive 
cycle and to Detroit the resultants from the release yield unemployment, 
vacancy, poverty, pollution, drug addiction, and violence (Enelow, 8). 
The obliteration of Detroit’s urban identity cannot be blamed on a single 
occurrence., which is why it must be studied through the lens of a complex 
adaptive system.  In Noah Enelow’s thesis entitled, “The Resilience of 
Detroit: An Application of the Adaptive Cycle Metaphor to an American 
Metropolis,” he gives a thorough account of Detroit’s  development 
through the lens of resilience theory. To support his analysis, he draws 
upon both past and present economic, historical, and social theories that 
contributed to Detroit’s decline. 
Like other manufacturing cities in the American Rust Belt, the reasoning 
for their failure can be best discussed through the “death of distance” 
theory that Enelow mentions in his thesis. The “death of distance” theory 
explains that the cost decrease of transport and communication lead to the 
departure of manufacturing industries in cities to more rural areas where 
land was cheaper. In some cases like New York City or San Francisco, the 
falling costs, and the recent deduction in urban land cost, attracted many 
people, and those cities became denser and more innovative. Detroit 
was one of the first manufacturing cities to take the blow, it experienced 
the first effect but did not recover as well as New York City. According 
the Enelow, the “death of distance” theory cannot explain the whole 
reasoning for Detroit’s decline because it fails to address three important 
questions. First, it ignores Detroit’s history of being a thriving metropolis, 
and the theory fails to acknowledge the indicators that caused Detroit 
to be innovative. Secondly, it fails to address national and international 
policies. Finally, it forgets the influence of racial inequality and the divide 
that created between the city and suburbs. 
Ultimately, it would be difficult to understand the decline of Detroit’s 
metropolis if there is not a discussion about race and class. Indeed as 
mentioned earlier, manufacturing industries left because of transportation
costs, residents of Detroit were looking to leave as well due to low labor 
costs, low taxes, and weak labor unions that other regions of the country 
could offer (Enelow, 3). The intense racial segregation in many neighborhoods 
around Detroit also averted African Americans from the city from pursuing 
employment in the suburbs in fear of discrimination. 
Since the fall of Detroit’s manufacturing industry beginning in the 1950’s, 
it seems as though Detroit has been unable to make major steps toward 
recovery. Enelow states, “On Thursday, July 18th, 2013, the City of Detroit 
made U.S. history with the largest municipal bankruptcy in the country to date 
(2).” To everyone around the country, there was believed to be no hope for 
Detroit’s recovery. This is the case for many Rust-Belt cities; the reliance on a 
single industry can be detrimental to the longevity of an urban system. Through 
the adaptive cycle, city officials can determine the tools necessary to prolong 
city resiliency to prevent or prolong release periods. 
1951 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010
-1951: Detroit’s population 
reaches its peach at 1.85 million.
-United Auto Workers sign 
contract with General Motors. 
-1956: Electric Streetcar is 
discontinued.
-1958: Packard Motor Car Co. is 
shuttered.
-1960: Emergence of Motown 
Records
-Cobo Hall Convention Center 
opens
-Agreement established with 
Toyota, Japan.
-Detroit’s population drops to 
1.67 million.
-1973-1974: Gasoline Crisis and 
the need for more fuel efficient 
foreign cars leads America’s 3 
automobile moguls into a crisis. 
-1978: January: Great Blizzard 
of 1978
-1980: Detroit hosts the 
Republican National Convention 
as a result of the 1970 economic 
malaise. 
-Detroit’s population drops to 1.2 
million.
-1980: Detroit Tigers win the 
World Series
-1987: Detroit People Movers is 
created, it is still the only railway 
transit in Detroit. 
-1990: Population is at 
1,027,974
-1992: Moody’s Investor Service 
declares Detroit’s debt rating to 
junk status.
-1994: Mayor Dennis Archer 
raises city’s credit rating, pushing 
it toward urban renewal. 
-1999: Stroh’s Brewing Co. is 
sold to Pabst and Miller.
-2002: Under Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick, 
Detroit’s credit crating returns to junk 
status.
-2006: The farm started by Yakini begins 
Detroit’s Urban Farming Initiative.
-2008: Kilpatrick is guilty of obstruction of 
justice and leaves office.
-President Bush provides a $17.4 billion 
bailout to GM and Chrysler. 
-2009: Chrysler and GM go bankrupt.
-2011: U.S. Census Bureau declares 
Detroit’s population has fallen to 713,777, 
a 25% drop since 2000.
-2013: Detroit is declared to be in 
“operational dysfunction.”
-2014: Governor Rick Snyder announced 
that Detroit had emerged from 
bankruptcy. Urban resurgence begins.
-1961: Jerome Cavanagh is 
elected mayor.
-1963: Great March to Freedom
-1964: Newspaper strike is 
terminated.
-Windshield Wiper invented
-1967: 12th Street Riot, one of 
the worst riots in United States 
history. 43 killed, 467 injured, 
and 2,000 buildings burned. This 
marks to turning point for the 
decline of Detroit. 
-Fisher Freeway opens
-1970: Population drops to 1.5 
million
1951-1960 1971-1980 1981-1990 1990-2000 2000-20141961-1970
-Population reaches climax
-No signs of industry collapse
-Population loss begins
-Loss of major automobile 
industry, begins the collapse of 
this major economic anchor. 
-Population is continually 
dropping.
-Crisis has a major effect on the 
future of Detroit (collapse of the 
system). . . negative effects to 
follow. 
-Automobile industry is put in jeopardy.
-Population dropping rapidly
-Hope remains, but population continues to 
plummet rapidly. 
-Talk of Urban Renewal begins
-Economy is still at an all time low. 
-Urban Farming Initiative begins
-Population severely drops
-Leadership Failure
-Bankruptcy
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Figure 3.1.4
Image 3.1.4
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Reorganization
In the coming years after Detroit’s release period, it is evident that the city 
is making monumental strides toward urban reorganization. Indicators of 
Detroit’s urban renewal can be observed through its ongoing progress in 
sectors of agriculture, business and civil engagement. 
Perhaps one of Detroit’s most well known and most successful urban 
renewal initiatives is its urban farming and gardens. Enelow  states in 
his findings that “the city has over 800 food-producing  gardens . . .the 
city’s agricultural production could supply up to 76% of its demand for 
vegetables and 42% for fruits. (Enelow, 11).”  Urban farming is not a 
foreign concept to Detroit, in fact it originated in the 18th century when 
French settlers would grow crops on ribbon farms that stretched inland to 
the Detroit River (Enelow, 11). Due to the success of such an intervention, 
there have also been programs developed such as the Farm-A-Lot 
Program which provides families with the seeds and vacant properties to 
farm their own land. To the residents of Detroit, urban farming is not just 
seen as agriculture, it is a way of bringing a community together, creating 
jobs, providing resources, and beautifying neighborhoods. In contrast to 
the positive response of the initiative, Detroit’s urban agricultural sector 
has been faced with challenges regarding both for-profit and non-profit 
investors. This is a common issue facing most Rust Belt cities undergoing 
urban regeneration.  In a personal interview  Enelow conducted with 
community-based agriculturalist Patrick Crouch,  his position on this 
circumstance is that “large scale agriculture parcels are likely to dominate 
communities rather than develop them (Enelow, 12).” In order to preserve 
the communal identity and culture that exists within these neighborhoods, 
boundaries must be enforced to prevent  to dominance of big-business 
corporations from intervening. 
With Detroit’s abundance of vacant land, cheap real-estate, and the 
unemployed, there is positive opportunity to combine these resources to 
benefit the city economically and socially. Today, the city relies heavily on 
what they call social enterprises and start-ups. Young professionals leading 
organizations, or recovering youth have become “social entrepreneurs,” 
some writing novels and others developing 
organizations to assist individuals r`ecovering from drug and substance 
abuse. Further than social entrepreneurship, there has been great success 
with converting vacant buildings into what Enelow calls, “social business 
incubators.” Old factories and other buildings that have been abandoned 
provide cheap rent; a great opportunity for start-up companies. The large, 
open footprints these buildings provide offer great spatial flexibility allowing a 
variety of program typologies to exist within them. These spaces have become 
extremely popular to artists, creators, designers, dancers, and emerging singer/
songwriters. In addition to social incubators, Detroit has introduced a handful 
of start-up tech incubators which have been influential in idealizing the vision 
of Detroit’s future. This evidence of entrepreneurship occurring within Detroit 
contributes to increasing city resiliency and a push toward reorganization. 
In most Rust-Belt cities such as Detroit, the success their economies and 
communities relies heavily on their civic engagement and public sectors. 
Evidence of improving these areas can be seen through Detroit’s “Detroit 
Works Project.” Proposed in 2011, the city plan was divided into both short-
term and long-term planning. The planning initiative decided that the short-
term plan would be implemented through the mayor and the long-term plan 
was handed over to non-profit organizations who sought to engage the 
public as much as possible (Enelow, 14). The Detroit Works Project worked 
immensely to embed “quality of life” elements like education, healthcare, jobs, 
etc. Other examples of positive citywide civic engagement can be seen in 
The Brightmore Farmway and Clark Park. Both neighborhood interventions 
led to the creation of 30 gardens, pocket parks, produce, youth businesses, 
recreational programs, and event spaces. 
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Future
- “Link Detroit,” creating bike paths, 
pedestrian walkways, repairing 
bridges, adding additional walking 
trails.
-Inner Circle Greenway: 26 mile 
pathway that surrounds Detroit, 
this project would expand upon it.
-Complete Streets Ordinance
-Fitzgerald Revitalization project 
is announced: goals to renovate 
over 100 homes by 2019.
-City sells land in Delray for 
bridge development.
-Bedrock development breaks 
ground, but hasn’t been 
completed, date pushed to 
2023.
-Detroit Riverfront Conservancy 
reveals plans for East Riverfront 
Development.
-Gordie Howe International 
Bridge breaks ground and is set 
to be completed by 2024.
-Plans for Ford Motor Company 
to build a mixed-use campus, 
along with the restoration of the 
Michigan Central Station.
-Ralph C. Wilson Jr. Centennial 
Park is approved for construction 
along the West Riverfront. 
-Monroe Blocks Officer Towers 
break ground but project is 
halted due to a redesign. 
-”The Mid” will be the largest 
development in Detroit since the 
1920’s. The site includes a luxury 
hotel, condos, multi-family, mixed-
use, retail, and “co-living” spaces. 
-Detroit successfully acquires land 
to accommodate Fiat Chrysler 
plants to produce Jeeps. 
-Detroit continues to expand 
upon its urban farming and 
gardens now with over 1,500 
gardens and 23,000 active 
participants.
-Motown Museum is announced, 
efforts for its expansion to be 
completed in 2020.
-Brush Park Development, will 
restore historic mansions as well 
as add 400 new residential units 
of all typologies to vacant lots. 
-Joe Louis Greenway 
(non-motorized) continues 
development.
2015 2017 2018 20192016
-Improved Streets
-Pedestrian Focus
-Greenways as a link throughout 
the city to improve inner-
connectivity
-Expanding upon assets the city 
offers, such as the rail-lines
-Art and culture museums
-Restoring Detroit’s historical 
relics instead of completely 
demolishing.
-Preservation
-Continual development of 
pedestrian greenways and bike 
paths.
-Re-working vacant lots to 
attract people to one thriving 
neighborhoods.
-Migration and Emigration
-Immigration
-Attacks between Indians and 
Europeans
-Major Infrastructure that will 
change city fabric.
-Increasing mixed-use develop-
ments from company that had 
a large influence on Detroit’s 
identity. 
-More parks
-Substantial development that 
will attract a certain visitor and 
will change the dynamic of the 
neighborhood. 
-Resurgence of automobile 
industry.
-Urban farming and gardening 
has had a large impact on 
neighborhood identity and 
community development. 
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An example of Urban Farming in Detroit. DailyDetroit.com
The Fitzgerald Revitalization Plan strives to help underdeveloped 
neighborhoods envisions the neighborhood landscape as a holistic 
ribbon that connects lots rather than separates them. The plan 
converts vacant lots into a connected pathway that is available for 
resident use and builds resilience within the landscape. Climate.asla.org
Figure 3.1.5
Image 3.1.5
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3.2 SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA Scranton
Scranton of Lackawanna County, known as the “Electric City” is located 
in the Northeastern region of Pennsylvania lying on the western fringes 
of the Pocono Mountains.. After permanent settlement in 1788 by white 
settlers, development of a gristmill, sawmill, and charcoal furnace ignited 
industry along the Lackawanna. In 1840, the Scranton family established 
the Lackawanna Iron and Coal Company. The technique or smelting the 
iron from local ores using an anthracite hot-blast process turned out to be 
a success, making the newly named village of Scranton the center for a 
rolling mill, nail factory, and steel-rail works. The development of the coal 
and iron industry initiated an influx of skilled immigrants whom changed the 
face of industry in Scranton.
By the 1950’s Scranton began to fall victim to the decline of its precious coal 
industry. Many people began to favor oil and natural gas causing rapid 
decline in coal production. The Knox Mine Disaster of 1959 obliterated 
the mining industry in Northeastern Pennsylvania. In addition, the DL&W 
Railroad fell bankrupt due to the decline in coal production leaving the 
city without any public transportation systems. Further into the 1970’s and 
80’s, most of the downtown’s storefronts and theaters were shut down as 
highway systems expanded to the suburbs thus sparking the development 
of strip malls and big box retail.
From the 1980’s to today, Scranton has made efforts toward revitalization 
of historical sites and buildings. For example, renovating the Steamtown 
Historical National Site, Radisson Lackawanna Station Hotel, and Electric 
City Trolley Museum have attracted many tourists to the area. Since the 
revitalization begun, coffee shops, restaurants, and bars have populated 
the downtown scene attracting many young artists and professionals. 
History
Immigration Influx
Population
1750 1775 1800 1825 1850 1875 1900 1925 1950 1975 2000
German (1820)
English,Scottish (1891)
Bhutan, Somalian, Sudanese, 
Syrian, Iraqis
Eastern European; Predominately Italian(1920-2000)Irish, Austrian, Polish, South German, (1863)
African American (1870)
Name changed to 
Scranton; Lackawanna 
and Western Railroad 
is established
1851
City named 
Harrison after the 
President
1845
D&H Company 
builds steam 
railroad that 
entered 
Scranton
1863
Scranton Great 
Railroad Strike
1877
Nation’s First 
Successful Streetcar; 
Scranton nicknamed 
“The Electric City”
1886
Streetcar Com-
panies combined; 
Scranton Railway 
Company
1896
Scranton Button 
Company; 
Phonographic 
Records
1920
Railroad 
Companies 
Merge or 
Obliterate
1960-68
Scranton 
Cultural Center 
Opens; Houdini 
Museum
1985
Coal and Iron Ore 
Industry begins to 
decline
1902
Knox Mine 
Disaster; Ended 
Mining Industry
1959 Storefronts and 
Theaters Become 
Vacant
1975-85
Hilton Hotel 
and Conference 
Center Opens
2003
Scranton Brothers 
Arrived creating 
Lackawanna Iron and 
Steel Co. 
1840
Railroad expands 
Eastward; Scranton 
is the hub
1856
9,223
75,215
102,026
143,000
77,182
What Classifies Scranton as a Rust-Belt City? Exploitation
Scranton, Pennsylvania, known as the “Electric City” was founded in 1840 
by two ambitious brothers, the Scrantons. Their ambitions for a thriving 
industrial city were accomplished through their many efforts of developing 
the Lackawanna Steel Company and The Lackawanna Western Railroad. 
Throughout the mid-1800’s during its exploitation phase, Scranton saw 
exponential growth in its population due to the rise of coal mining, its 
main industry at the time. As a result, immigrants of Irish, Italian, Germans, 
and Polish descent rapidly transformed the cultural, religious, and political 
fabric of the city.  With the growth of industry and rise in population, 
the city quickly grew from a small village to a cultural and industrial 
boomtown. Years later after Scranton was named a chartered city, the 
region experienced its first release period with the Scranton General 
Strike of 1877. With such a tragedy, many mine and railroad workers left 
due to low wages, and violence broke out.  Following the devastation, 
in 1880, new ideas and innovation, technology also began to grow with 
the emergence of electric lights and the creation of the first continually 
operating electric street car. Both of these innovations gave Scranton the 
nickname “The Electric City.”     
It is evident that Scranton grew primarily due to its initial success in 
industry.  The growth during this area brought many cultural backgrounds 
into the city which help maintain and drive its identity today. Though the 
adaptive cycle is demonstrates a rate of change over time, in the case of 
city’s change can occur at multiple scales are different times. In Scranton’s 
case, the city experienced a release in the peak of its exploitation. 
Further research will concur that this will not be the only release the city 
will have experienced over the next 100 years, but the adaptive cycle 
demonstrates how cities can experience multiple release periods and be 
resilient. 
1840 1850 1860 1870 1880 1890
-1840: The Scranton  Brothers 
Arrive to find only 5 houses in 
the village.
-Brothers build a forge that 
would become the Lackawanna 
Steel Company.
-1845: New name of “Harrison” 
is given to the settlement after 
the president. 
-1860: Development of Suburbs
-1866: Scranton becomes a 
chartered city with a population 
of 35,000 a part of Luzerne 
County
-1870: Industrial boom begins 
and continues until 1930.
-1877: Scranton General Strike 
dissolved martial law and the 
miner’s union collapses. 
-1878: Law passed for the 
creation of Lackawanna County 
whose population succeeded 
150,000.
-1880: Dickson Manufacturing 
Company introduces electric 
lights. 
-1886: Nation’s first successful 
continuously operating electric 
street car giving Scranton the 
nickname “Electric City.”
-1890: 140,000 miners are employed 
in Pennsylvania anthracite mines. 
-1851: The name is changed to 
Scranton.
-Scranton Brothers build the 
Lackawanna Western Railroad.
-1856: Railroad is expanded to 
reach New York City Market
-1860: Population rises to 9,000
1840-1850 1861-1870 1871-1880 1881-18901851-1860
-Beginning of city development
-Beginning of major steel 
industry
-Establishment of identity
-Identity is formed
-Industrialization
-Expanding Market
-Population Increase
-Sprawl
-Established as a city
-Population increase
-First sign of “release”
-Population Increase
-Scranton gaining new identity, 
becomes a trademark in which 
the city will thrive upon. 
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Figure 3.2.1
Figure 3.2.2
Image 3.2.2
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Conservation
Over the next 50 years, Scranton continued to grow as one of the largest 
cities in the United States and new capital of the anthracite coal industry. 
With the success of the coal industry, the industry Scranton was founded 
on, The Lackawanna Steel Company began to dissipate, lending most of 
its workers to move elsewhere. However, this loss did not have a major 
blow on the growth of Scranton, in fact in 1910 the population grew to 
120,687. With Scranton being the capital of the anthracite coal industry, 
this attracted thousands of workers from all cultural backgrounds whom 
later developed new neighborhoods and churches with their affiliated 
cultural influences. 
The rise of this industry also meant that better working conditions for 
mine workers would be employed to benefit the health and well-being 
of miners.  During this time, Scranton continued to expand the electric 
street car by constructing new passenger and freight lines which allowed 
residents to travel to other cities and make Scranton more reachable in 
terms of transporting goods. 
Scranton’s success in its mining and transportation definitely contributed 
to its conservation. The city reached the peak of this phase when the 
population reached 140,000 due to WWII. Cities dominated by large 
industry did a lot of good for these originally small villages. Industry 
brings people, with people comes innovation and skills which later 
leads to greater development and resilience. Unlike Detroit, Scranton’s 
conservation phase was not nearly long enough. The beginning of the 
release period began in 1950 with a high population decrease and 
rapid loss of jobs. Scranton is a prime example of how the scalar the 
adaptive cycle is. Unlike Detroit, Scranton was significantly smaller city 
which means that disturbances will have a greater effect on the system, 
this could be why the release phase came much quicker. 
1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950
-1900: Population of Scranton 
is 102,026 making it the 3rd 
largest Pennsylvania city and 
38th largest U.S. city. 
-1902: Declining iron industry 
impacted Lackawanna Steel 
Company. Many workers moved 
to Lake Erie.
-Scranton is the new capital 
of the anthracite coal industry 
attracting many new residents of 
European decent. 
-1910: Population rises to 
120,867
-1921: Scranton Button 
Company becomes one of the 
primary suppliers of vinyl records. 
-1930: Industrial boom continues. 
Streets like Lackawanna Avenue 
become major destinations 
with businesses, retail, and 
restaurants. 
-1930: Population reaches 
140,000 due to the rise in the 
silk and mining industries (Peak).
-1950: Population drops to 
125,036.
-Coal and rail traffic decline 
rapidly causing a loss of jobs. 
-1913: Citizens organize the 
Scranton Surface Protection 
Association granting rights to the 
city of Scranton’s residents who 
work in the mines.
-Public transportation seeks to 
expand; interurban passenger 
and freight carriers; Northern 
Electric Railroad; no new lines 
built after 1920.
-1920: Population rises to 
137,783
1900-1910 1921-1930 1931-1940 1941-19501911-1920
-Population Rising
-Begin of industry decline
-New identity in anthracite 
industry.
-Large population increase by 
the end of the decade. 
-Worker’s rights
-Advancements in public trans-
portation sector.
-Small population increase. 
-Growth in entertainment industry
-Growth in public amenity, becomes 
a notable destination for city.
- Population is the highest ever 
(maximum capacity in conservation 
phase).
-Population drop
-Unemployment begins to increase. 
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Release
The 1950’s - 1980’s can be classified as Scranton’s release period 
due to rapid population loss, collapsing industry, poverty, deteriorating 
infrastructure, and unemployment. Following WWII, oil and natural gas 
began to take favor over coal, and because Scranton relied heavily on 
this industry, coal production and rail traffic began to slow down and 
people began losing their jobs. In 1959, Scranton reached the peak of its 
release phase with the Knox Mine Disaster. This single event caused the 
complete collapse of the mining industry in Northeast Pennsylvania. The 
occurrence of this event would lead to the sequential downfall of other 
industries in the city. Increasing demand for an interconnected highway 
system led to decreased use of public transportation, specifically the 
passenger lines. Another severe instance was the abandonment of the 
NYO&W Railroad which was dependent on Scranton for freight traffic. 
This abandonment left the area cluttered with abandoned buildings, 
machinery, and mining structures. Lastly, in 1973, other industries such as 
the silk and textile industries began to slowly decline and workers sought 
security with jobs in the South or Internationally. 
The blow to Scranton’s industry and economy is quite similar to Detroit 
and other Rust-Belt cities. The release phase of the adaptive cycle 
reveals valuable information about how to respond to events like this. In 
the event of the collapse, it is important to acknowledge what caused 
the system to collapse and why in order to prevent an occurrence like this 
from happening again or not for a very long time. In the case of Scranton, 
it is obvious the mining and transportation industries had a huge impact 
on the identity of the city. This is not to say because these industries failed 
they could never work again, in fact an improved public transportation 
system could be a very good thing in a modern society, As designers, 
especially between the release and reorganization phases, it is important 
to acknowledge the past but recognize a city will never be what it was 
50 years ago.
1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980
-1952: Laurel Line ceases passenger 
service.
-1954: Scranton Transit Company 
transfers operations to bus lines. 
-1959: Knox Mine Disaster ends 
mining industry in Pennsylvania.
-1957: The NYO&W Railroad is 
abandoned, cutting off access to 
Scranton branch.
-Abandoned Mines, cave-ins, 
dumps, abandoned structures.
-DL&W Railroad nearly goes 
bankrupt from the decline in coal 
traffic. 
-1970: Secretary for Mines 
declares Scranton is unsafe due 
to collapsing mines and would 
be more cost beneficial  to 
abandon the city. 
-1971: Scranton Transit Company 
ceases all operations. Scranton is 
left with almost no public trans-
portation for a year. 
-1972: COLTS transportation is 
formed. 
-1973: Last mine operations are 
closed
-1970’s-1980’s: Downtown 
storefronts and theaters are left 
abandoned. 
-Urban Sprawl 
-Shopping Malls
-1960’s-1970’s: Silk and textile 
industries begin decline, jobs 
move South or overseas. 
-1962: Alex Grass opens 
successful “Thrif D Discount 
Center which eventually led to 
“Rite Aid.”
1955-1960 1966-1970 1971-1975 1976-19801961-1965
-Obliteration of electric street 
car through which the city was 
identified.
-Scranton is cut off from major 
suppliers.
-Abandoned and deteriorating 
infrastructure.
-Big industry declines
-Introduction of corporate 
business.
-Better to be abandoned than 
saved (Peak of “Release” period)
- Transportation network is lost but 
then re-emerges..
-Mining industry that defined 
Scranton disappears. 
-Abandoned and deteriorating 
infrastructure. People follow interstates 
to suburban regions. 
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Figure 3.2.3
Image 3.2.3
Figure 3.2.4
Image 3.2.4
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Reorganization
In recent years, Scranton has become the poster child for revitalization 
efforts. Since its decline in the 1950’s Scranton has become a central 
location with a vibrant arts district, walkable city scape, farmer’s markets, 
adaptive re-use, events, and festivals. City commissioners, architects, 
urban planners, and the community have celebrated Scranton’s past as 
a thriving industrial center and are honoring it with their proposed plans. 
In the past as mentioned in the previous section, Scranton was known for 
its prominence in transportation. Today, this still holds true as Scranton is 
a hub for transportation that converges between 3 major interstates; this 
has contributed to the regional growth significantly. Due decreased city 
density following the loss in population and business, in order to revitalize 
Scranton, a combination of efforts from public, private, and non-profit 
organizations was necessary to fulfill reorganization goals. In addition, 
the emergence of education and healthcare also contributed to the 
development of the urban core by re-purposing abandoned buildings into 
schools and health offices.  To pay tribute to its heritage, public officials 
have opened museums that commemorate Scranton’s history to enlighten 
the public on the foundation which the city was built.
Though Scranton is still working to recover its population to its pre-release 
period numbers, the revitalization efforts that have been generated in 
the downtown core such as those proposed by DxDempsey Architecture, 
seek to uncover the hidden potential that already exists within the city. 
Through architectural design, cities like Scranton can be re-visualized to 
improve traffic congestion, create pedestrian/bike friendly access points, 
and strengthen regional connectivity through landmarks. These are just 
a few indicators that can prolong the reorganization phase and increase 
city resiliency. 
1985 1995 2000 2005 2010 Present
-1985: City begins to discuss 
plans for revitalization.
-Buildings Restored:
-Steamtown Nat’l Historic Site
-DL&W train station
-Electric City Trolley Museum
-Scranton Cultural Center
-1990: Houdini Museum is 
opened.
-1992: Scranton Tomorrow is created 
to further promote economic and 
community revitalization in downtown 
Scranton.
-2003: Hilton Scranton Hotel 
and Conference Center opens 
in Downtown Scranton.
-2010: Scranton begins its 
journey to lose nearly 1,000 
jobs by 2014. 
-2011: Commonwealth Medical 
College opens
-2014: Scranton was close to 
bankruptcy.
-Steamtown Mall goes into 
foreclosure.
-2015: Chamber of Commerce 
presents a revitalization plan for 
Scranton.
-2017: Population of 77,605
-Present: Revitalization has brought 
coffee shops, restaurants, bars, low 
cost of living, pedestrian friendly 
downtown,and residential zones 
for young professionals and artists. 
-1993: The Marketplace at Steamtown 
is finished and becomes a keystone of 
downtown revitalization efforts. 
1985-1995 2001-2005 2006-2010 2011-Present1996-2000
-Reorganization period begins
-Restoration of historical 
landmarks that define city
-Development organizations 
created to bring community 
together.
-Emergence of amenity for citizen 
use.
-Destination for travelers, bring 
national and international relations 
to city, events, big chain name in 
downtown. 
- Scranton on a steady decline, 
back into another release phase? 
Why are people still leaving?
-Educational sector
-Closure of major amenity
-Revitalization still occurring, 10 year 
plan is established. 
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Lackawanna River Heritage TrailScranton Gateway and Observation TowerDivine Urban Diner
Scranton based architecture firm, DxDempsey has begun a revitalization project called “Scranton What If” which strives 
to uncover the hidden potential of the Electric City. The firm clearly targets communal nodes within the city that would 
bring pedestrian transportation, better quality of life, improved architecture, public space, improvement of the landscape 
and more. The few renderings above courtesy of DxDempsey show a selection of the locations the firm is analyzing. 
Figure 3.2.5
Image 3.2.5
Image 3.2.6
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3.3 GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville, South Carolina is a unique case study in that it is not located 
within the Rust-Belt region of the Northeast yet it has experienced similar 
moments in history that can be examined through the adaptive cycle 
and related to Rust-Belt cities. Greenville began as a small village in 
1770 which largely became popular to New England emigrants from the 
North to establish mill sites. The creation of the first water-powered mill in 
this region also prompted the creation of Greenville’s first railroad line, 
the Columbia and Greenville Railroad. This line enabled the mill industry 
to grow. The textile industry continued to grow into the 1870’s with the 
introduction of a second rail line and the birth of steam-powered textile 
production. 
Greenville continued to grow over the next 100 years, as the textile 
industry grew, higher learning institutions were being developed which 
attracted new residents and businesses. By 1895, Greenville’s textile 
industries underwent major renovations resulting in an influx of farmers 
from North Carolina, Tennessee, and Georgia spiking the population 
and growing mill towns. Until the 1920’s, Greenville had remained the 
leading textile-producing city in the south. The 20’s brought on major 
changes in the textile industry as clothes required less fabric and a new 
material Rayon that competed with cotton. This led to mill owners executing 
curtailment policies to cut hours and reduce labor wages. Luckily, when 
the Great Depression hit, only 2 mills closed.
When the textile industry reached its peak in 1954, the industry began 
to diversify and establish technical schools. At these schools, students 
were taught textile-industry training as well as business and management. 
The region’s diversification to include other industries besides textile 
helped protect the region from a release as the textile industry eventually 
declined in the late 1950’s.
Greenville
History
Immigration Influx
Population
1750 1775 1800 1825 1850 1875 1900 1925 1950 1975 2000
Area Settled
1770
German (1866-68)
English ( earliest settlers prior to 1775)
Dutch
French
Scottish
African American Northern European (1900)
Burmese, Iraqi, Russian, Vietnamese, 
Iranian (2000-Present)
Thomas Hutchings 
and William Bates 
create the county’s 
first water powered 
mills
1820
Region’s first railroad 
line, the Columbia and 
Greenville Railroad
1852
Benjamin Tillman 
founds Farmer’s 
Association
1880
Textile Industry 
grows with new 
larger mills
1895 -1914
Greenville is the 
site of Southern 
Textile Exposition; 
leading textile 
production city
1915
Greenville 
becomes location 
of Greenville Army 
Base
1943
Mill owners discuss 
curtailment policies 
due to unstable 
industries
1932
The Great Depression(1929-39)
Production increases 
due to increased 
trade with China 
and WWII
1938-39
Greenville 
Army Base is 
closed 
1963
Opening of 
Greenville 
Commons marks 
renewed interest 
for downtown 
development
1982
Max Heller is 
elected mayor 
and begins 
revitalization 
efforts of 
downtown
1971Peak of textile 
industry with 
19,000 workers
1954
Downtown plan 
is updated
1990
Awarded Great 
American Main 
Street Award
2003
Civil War prevents 
Industrial Growth
1860
Textile Growth; 
Introduction of 
2nd Railway, the 
Richmond and 
Danville Air Line 
Railway
1872
2,757
8,607
23,127
66,188
58,282 59,283
What Classifies Greenville as a Rust-Belt City? Exploitation
Before Greenville, South Carolina was one of the most attractive cities to 
reside in today, it had its humble beginnings as a small village that relied 
primarily on trade and agriculture. As with many Southern coastal towns, 
Greenville was a popular summer destination for farmers to come and 
relax to escape the brutal summers of the South. With the War of 1812 
occurring during Greenville’s exploitation period, many New Englanders 
with knowledge of the textile industry sought cheap land in the South 
due to economic decline as a result of the war (Pristera, 68). Greenville 
was the perfect destination due to its location along a river. Following 
the arrival of New Englanders, the introduction of the textile industry to 
Greenville’s economy is what ignited exploitation of this region
Greenville first caught the nation’s attention when Thomas Hutchings 
and William bates erected America’s first water powered mill. This 
single innovation led to the construction of more mills and eventually 
the emergence of the region’s first railroad line called the Columbia and 
Greenville Railroad. The railroad was transformational for Greenville’s 
success as the region was now able to easily transport cotton to other 
regions (Pristera, 68). Unlike Detroit and Scranton, Greenville proved 
resilient after the war and continued to grow rapidly in the textile industry. 
Eventually with its success, 2 more rail lines, the Richmond and Danville Air 
Line Railway and the Greenville and Laurens Railroad pushed Greenville 
to become a central hub for cotton and crop growth. The growth of the 
region attracted new residents leading to the establishment of universities 
to educate the elite and expand commerce.
Greenville’s early exploitation is an example of how its location and 
distribution of wealth prevented a total collapse of the economy. Despite 
having most of its investment in the textile industry, universities enabled 
people to expand their knowledge to eventually hold other positions 
besides working in a factory.  
1770 1795 1820 1870 1895
-1770: Greenville is settled by 
Richard Pearis as a small village 
centered on agriculture and 
trading. 
-He establishes a plantation on 
the Reedy River, now Downtown 
Greenville.
-1784: First owner of the land is 
Thomas Brandon of Union. Later, 
Lemuel Alston would purchase.
-1786: The state legislature 
formed Greenville County.
-1794: General Assembly plots 
city courthouse on Alston’s land.
-1850: City population rises to 
about 1000.
-1851: Furman University moves 
from Winnsboro to Greenville
-1852: The region’s first rail line 
the Columbia and Greenville 
Railroad is created.
-1854: Greenville Baptist Female 
College opens
-1860: Greenville votes for 
Secession.
-The Civil War prevents railroad 
industry growth
-1872: Textile industry rapidly 
grows.
-Region’s 2nd rail line, the 
Richmond and Danville Air Line 
Railway.
-Emergence of steam powered 
technology in textile production.
-1882: Third rail line, Greenville 
and Laurens railroad.
-Greenville is hub for cotton 
trade
-Wealth is invested into textile 
mills.
-1800: The region becomes 
popular for Low-Country 
planters who want to escape 
from the heat.
-1815: Alston sells his acreage 
to Vardry McBee of Lincolnton, 
North Carolina. McBee saw the 
growth potential of Greenville. 
-Built first schools, first churches, 
brick yard, quarry, mills, and a 
general store. 
-1820: Thomas Hutchings and 
William Bates erect the country’s 
first water powered mills.
1770-1795 1846-1870 1871-18951796-1820
-Initial Settlement
-Establishment as a city
-Popular destination
-First signs of development
-Industry begins to grow; 
Innovative technology
-Population Increase
-Universities
-Railroad Industry
-Growth in additional industry
-Railroad expansion
-Hub of the South
-Textiles becomes main industry
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Figure 3.3.1
Figure 3.3.2
Image 3.3.2
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Conservation
By the start of the conservation phase for Greenville, its textile industry 
was booming. New mills were being constructed and Greenville became 
the host for the Southern Textile Exhibition where it was named the 
“Textile Center of the South (Pristera, 72).” The success of this event 
made Greenville a widely known city that would continue to host the 
exposition. Up until the 1920’s, Greenville continued to grow its downtown 
infrastructure which established it as the central business district for the 
region. 
With a shift in textile production caused by the Boll Weevil epidemic and 
the introduction of a new synthetic material, Rayon, the conservation 
period for Greenville did not last very long.  There was hope that with 
diversified factory lines and Northern mills moving to Greenville, the 
textile industry would continue to prosper, but the effects of the Great 
Depression were just too strong for the city to withstand.
1900 1915 1920 1930
-1905: New Mills are opened
-The Great Migration increases 
population. 
-BeltLine trolley links mills to 
downtown
-1910: Population increases to 
68,377
-1915: First Textile Exposition proclaims 
Greenville to be the “Textile Center of 
the South.”
-1926: Start of The Great 
Depression.
-Mills losing money
-Bank of Commerce fails
-1920: Extensive boom period to the 
central business district of the region. 
-Textile is forced to change production 
techniques with the introduction of 
Rayon, a synthetic fiber that chalenged 
cotton. 
-Bol Weevil Beetle devastates cotton
-Northern mils were looking to move 
South due to high labor costs. 
1900-1915 1921-19301916-1920
-Continual growth of industry
-Population Increase
-Identity
-Peak of Conservation Phase
-Movement into release period 
after Boll Weevil crisis
-Great Depression devastates the 
nation
-Unemployment
-Failing Industry
-Release Phase
-Where do we go from here?
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Release
The beginning of the 1930’s was marked one of the worst economic 
period’s in Greenville’s history. Communications were cut from city hall, 
and many government workers like police men and firefighters were 
payed 5 months late. Furman University and the Women’s college were 
forced to combine, and the General Textile Strike of 1934 led to increased 
security. Following this devastation, the newly elected President Franklin 
D. Roosevelt established New Deal Programs which helped to improve 
buildings, infrastructure, parks, and schools. This took a while, but slowly 
Greenville began to recover. 
Despite the Great Depression, Greenville is one of the few cities that 
did not take a total blow to its industry, with only 2 mills closing during 
its release phase. Greenville is an example of a city that was resilient in 
the face of a disturbance.
1932 1940
-1932: The Great Depression 
reaches  the rest of the nation
-Mill Owners come together to 
implement curtail policies.
-Only 2 mills close during the 
Depression
-1933: New Deal programs 
provide funding to assist mills. 
-1934: General Textile Strike 
brought martial law to mill 
villages. 
-1938-1939: Textile Industry 
begins to increase production 
due to trade with China and the 
outbreak of WWII in Europe
1932-1940
-Great Depression
-System does not completely
collapse
-Remains resilient in face of
disturbance
-Quick Recovery
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Reorganization
From the time of the earliest European settlers, the natural landscape of 
Greenville County helped bring it to prosperity. The cultural background of 
the settlers was rooted in industry and propensity for modifying the physical 
environment to maximize its potential for industry. The settlers fixation on 
natural elements caused them to look at the given resources and imagine 
them as monetary potential. The settlers coordinated together to create an 
environment which led Greenville County identify as “Textile Center of the 
World” within the 1920s. Then, looking back at its prominent transportation 
history, Greenville held its title longer than many other textile run cities. 
After 50 years of diversifying industry, economic factors are the 
driving force in the region that determines where new development 
and industry will exist. Greenville County with its availability of land, 
affordable housing expenses, low taxes, willingness to negotiate incentive 
packages, and positive records of hard work relations helped make 
it a desirable location for business (Kennedy, 4)  Its location near a 
major interstate, railways and an airport help reduce transportation 
costs. .The county is also located in close proximity to cities on the rise 
like Charlotte, North Carolina and Atlanta, Georgia (Kennedy, 4).
Greenville’s valuable assets of its natural landscape, location, and 
cultural background have a major effect on growth and industry. 
Interconnected variables of transportation, technical education, tax 
incentives, investment in infrastructure, etc. are attracting employers 
to this region (Kennedy, 4).  The rapid growth in population has sent 
Greenville on a road of rapid development with 21 high-profile 
developments currently in the works. Due to its success, Greenville 
has been named one of the best places to live in South Carolina. 
The city’s residents say they enjoy the mix of an urban and suburban 
feel, the proximity to public amenities, and the prestige school district. 
Greenville is a case where its reorganization has proved successful 
and has not since halted. By enhancing its assets and centering 
development around the well-being of the community, Greenville 
has become a desired location for people to visit and reside in.
1950 1965 1980 1995 2010 Present
-1950: JP Stevens becomes the 
state’s largest textile employer.
-Population is 58,161 with a 
county population of 167,152.
-1951: 8 school districts are 
consolidated to 1
-1954: Peak of textile industry, 
19,000 workers employed directly.
-Beginning to establish technical 
schools.
-Late 50’s Furman relocates to the 
edge of city and people begin to 
move to suburbs
-1962: Greenvile Technical Education 
Center opens. State’s first comprehensive 
community colege
-1980: Heller convinces Hyatt 
Hotels to open a Hyatt Regency.
-1981: Land is purchased for 
convention center construction.
-1982: Beginning of renewed 
interest in downtown development.
-1989-1990: Downtown plan is 
updated and is focused on the 
Reedy River development.
-1991: Peace Center, 
commemorating textile 
industry opens.
-Greenville attracts 
foreign companies such as 
BMW that est. factories in 
surrounding suburbs
-2002: Clemson University’s 
Center for Community Growth 
and Change publishes the Reedy 
River Master Plan. Calls for a 
16 mile stretch of development 
along the Reedy River. Includes 
Public Parks, Farmer’s Market, 
Public Transportation, mixed-
Income Housing, and a Visitor 
Center.
-2004: Designer Tom Keith 
begins sketching ideas for a park 
along Reedy. This represents 
the first significant downtown 
development. 
-2010: Greenville is awarded 1.8 
million to support a three-year 
planning effort called “Connections 
for Sustainability: LinkiWng Greenville’s 
Neighborhoods to Jobs and Open 
Space.”
-2013: City publishes Greenville 
Park Master Plan
-2014: Greenville publishes the 
Greenville West Side Comprehensive 
Plan
-Present: Commercial Development 
is booming with 21 major projects 
from full scale mill renovations, to 
modern construction.
-Population 64,061
-1968: Greenvile Technical Colege 
opens
-1971: Newly elected mayor Max 
Heler breaks mold of “elites run the city” 
and focuses on economic development 
and downtown revitalization. 
-1975: Region begins to diversify 
industries, shielding Greenvile from 
extensive economic decline.
1950-1965 1981-1995 1996-2010 2011-Present1966-1980
-Peak of Textile Industry
-Growth in educational sector
-Population Growth
-Suburban sprawl begins
-Plans for downtown revitalization 
emerge
-Diversification of industries 
prevented Greenville from falling 
into an economic decline
-Emergence of more educational 
branches
-Tourist amenities begin to be 
developed
-Downtown development begins
-Foreign investors
-Development is focused around 
central downtown core where 
developers will see most return on 
investment. The area also holds 
historical significance to Greenville.
- Investing in the people and 
community 
-Parks and historical development
-Plan enacted
-Celebrate the waterfront
-Master Planning
-Emergence of large scale 
development that will change the 
fabric of Greenville forever
-Attracting younger people to city
-Hotels, Condos, Retail, Dining, 
Markets, Schools, Townhomes, 
Multi-Family, Renovations, Parks, 
Entertainment
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Centerpointe Boulevard Mixed-Use Development County Square Liberty Bridge
Figure 3.3.5
Image 3.3.5
Image 3.3.6
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS
Design Qualities as Related to Adaptive Cycle PhasesCase Study Findings
Phase Overlap
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Exploitation Conservation Release Reorganization
The diagram shows the phase overlaps between each case study on 
an evolutionary timeline. The associated colors for each phase were 
overlapped to show where each case study matched up with one 
another during that phase; the dates were extracted. 
Common Phase Transition Forces
Exploitation:
Detroit- Settlement, Infrastructure, Establishment of Industry.
Scranton- Settlement, Establishment of Industry, Population Growth
Greenville- Settlement, Establishment of Industry, Transportation, Universities
Conservation:
Detroit- Population Growth
Scranton- Population Growth, Industry Declines by End of Phase
Greenville- Growth of Industry, Declines by End of Phase
Release:
Detroit- Loss of industry, Population Drop, Economy Low
Scranton- Loss of industry, Obliteration of Electric Street Car, Loss of City 
Identity
Greenville- Great Depression, System does not fully collapse
Reorganization:
Detroit-  Positive investment, Historical Preservation, Diversifying Industry
Scranton- Restoration, Public Revitalization
Greenville- Popular Destination, Mixed-Use Development, Historical 
Preservation, Environmental Design
Exploitation Conservation Release Reorganization
Spatial Dynamism
Investment
Historical Infrastructure
Phase Transition Forces in 
Cities
Initial Settlement
Identity
Growth of Industry
Population Growth
Density
Technological Advancements
Growth of Industry
Population Growth
Great Depression
Economic Decline
Population Loss
Loss of Major Industry
Population Loss
Bankruptcy
Sprawl
Deteriorating Infrastructure
Creative Corridors
Restoration and Historical
 Preservation
Identity of Place
Major Infrastructure
Downtown Revitalization Focus
Diversifying Industry
Prioritize
Spatial Dynamism: The quality of a space having activity or showing 
progress. 
Examples:
Community Engagement, Primary Corridor Identity, Unique Design 
Opportunities, Connectivity, Multi-Modal
Investment: Interest in development of any area due to its potential for growth 
and payback economically and socially. 
Examples:
Environmental Investment, Government Input, Incentive, Payback Overtime, 
Community Use
Historic Infrastructure: Memory pieces,  paying tribute to historic character 
of the space. 
Examples:
Community, Familiarity, History of Place, Quality/Aesthetic, Landmarks, 
Memorials
This study is a reflection on the case study analysis. Based on the three 
qualities, each phase is ranked on design prioritization. If the urban system 
exists in one of these phases, the rubric highlights which quality should be 
prioritized in order to put the city on a positive trajectory of resiliency.
Phase Transition forces were extracted to highlight the commonalities 
between each phase within each case study. These conditions are common 
amongst many other Rust-Belt cities and can be indicators of when an 
urban system may be experiencing a transition period. 
Figure 3.4.1 Figure 3.4.2
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The city of Utica, located in the Great Lakes Region of Northwestern New 
York State in Oneida County has been known for its dominance in the 
manufacturing and textile industry up until the late 1920’s. Comparable 
to other cities in this region, most of Utica’s successful industrialization was 
due to the emergence of the Erie Canal in 1825. During the beginning of 
industrialization, Utica thrived off big business and the influx of immigrants 
who were able to provide labor to support these large factories. The 
problem was, the city completely relied on only these factories as their 
main economic engine, and so did the residents who resided there. Up 
until 1910, the textile industry began to suffer as they were competing with 
mills in the south who offered better working conditions, lower non-union 
labor costs, and more innovative technologies. With that, the production 
of Utica’s textile mills began to decline and after World War II, it completely 
collapsed. 
Today, Utica classifies as a tertiary Rust-Belt city. This is because the 
capital of New York, Albany, is a primary Rust-Belt city. Utica as an 
older industrial city has suffered from population loss, economic distress, 
deteriorating infrastructure, a lack of inclusiveness and connection. The 
negative narrative of Rust-Belt cities has tainted Utica’s name. In efforts 
to lighten the blow from the tragedy. Utica sought to disseminate much of 
their urban fabric, leaving the city unrecognizable from what it was like 
50 years ago.
4.1 UTICA, NY WITHIN THE RUST-BELT
History
Immigration Influx
Population
1750
Area Settled 
1773
City of Utica Est,
1798
Erie Canal
Completed
1825
Utica Central Railroad 
Complete
1853
GE Radio Manufacturing 
Closes
1965
GE Radio Manufacturing 
Closes
1965
Industry Begins Transition 
from Textiles to Tool & 
Dye Manufacturing circ. 
1920
English Textile Embargo Act
1807
Utica- Schenectedy
Railroad Opens
1836
GE Radio Manufacturing 
Peaks
1930
GE Light Military 
Electronics Sold to 
Lockheed Martin in 1991
1775 1800 1825
Welsh (1800-1825)
2,972
101,740
60,651
Irish (1825-1860) Italian (1860-1925) Bosnian, Somali, Burmese (1935- Present)
1850 1875 1900 1925 1950 1975 2000
Case Studies
Oneida County
1,258 Sq. Miles
Utica
17.02 Sq. Miles
New York State
54,555 Sq, Miles
What Classifies Utica as a Rust-Belt City?
Figure 4.1.1 Figure 4.1.2
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4.2 UTICA, NY THROUGH THE ADAPTIVE CYCLE
Exploitation
Utica is located in the county of Oneida which lies in Central New 
York along the Mohawk River. The city was first exploited by the Dutch 
and Germans and in the mid 1700’s the British built Old Fort Schuyler 
which established the city as a site. Later, the city was destroyed by the 
Native Americans but was later rebuilt and connected to Albany and 
Schenectady. 
By the end of the 1700’s, by the draw of a name from a hat, Utica was 
decided to be incorporated as a village. The city rapidly grew into a 
major manufacturing/industrial center due to its proximity to the newly 
constructed Erie Canal. With the rise in industry, many people began 
to flock to Utica as business grew and jobs were highly available. Soon 
enough, multiple mills, railroads, and additional canals were constructed 
greatly contributing to the industrial success of the city. By the mid to 
late 1800’s Utica was seen as the center for industry, and population 
continued to rise. 
1770 1790 1810 1830 1850 1870 1890
-1773: Settlers arrive, the city is 
an important stop for westward 
travelers.
-Region is established on the site 
of Fort Schuyler.
-1817: Utica separates from 
Whitestown on its west.
-1825: Erie Canal is completed 
and population increases. 
-1836: Chenango Canal and 
first railroad line.
-1840: Population reaches 
12,700.
-1846: Utica Steam Woolen Mill
-1847: Utica Steam Cotton Mill
-Utica Globe Mill Co.
-1849: U.S. Census rates Utica 
the 29th largest city in the 
country, more than Chicago, 
Detroit, and Cleveland.
-1851: Utica aided more than 
650 slaves in the Underground 
Railroad.
-1853: Railroads merge to form 
New York Central Railroad.
-1860: Utica’s population grows 
to 22,529.
-1862: West Utica is declared 
center of industry.
-1863: Utica Steam Knitting Mill
-1878: Oneida Knitting Mill
-1880: Mohawk Valley Cotton 
Mill
-Influx of Polish and Italian 
immigrants.
-1881: Shenandoa Cotton 
Company
-1890: Utica Knitting Company
-1794: Utica is incorporated as 
a city.
-Genesee Road is built from 
Utica west to the Genesee River.
-1798: Genesee Road is 
extended to Albany.
- New York State Legislature 
passes an act to define 
boundaries of Utica.
-1805: Utica’s boundaries are 
extended east and west.
1770-1790 1811-1830 1831-1850 1851-1870 1871-18901791-1810
-Beginning of city development
-Establishment of identity
-Identity is formed
-Major corridor established
-Boundaries defined
-Independent city
-Transportation and trade 
network est. (will define city)
-Trade networks established
-Population Growth
-Industry Growth
-Center of Industry
-Population Growth
-Refuge
-Transportation and trade 
networks.
-Most significant growth in the 
city’s textile industry
-Population Growth
-Success of Utica and Oneida 
Knitting Companies gave Utica 
the name, “knit good center of 
the world.”
-Sustained Growth
-New Mills built in East Utica 
(Bagg’s Square)
-Immigrants
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Conservation
The next 50 years would bring a lot of change to Utica’s industrial 
identity. The beginning of the 1900’s was still fairly stable and still growing. 
The introduction of a park system meant new means for recreation. 
Transportation and railroad advancements continued; increasing the 
connectivity between cities and making the transportation of goods 
simpler. In the meantime until WWII, Utica continued to grow in its territory.
In the midst of WWII, Utica saw major diversification in its manufacturing 
development. Items like medical and surgical equipment, furniture, textiles, 
and mechanical parts were being rapidly produced and extended to 
the public. As with most Rust-Belt cities in the 1920’s, there was a rapid 
decline following the war. Utica saw its main textile industry begin to 
decline when the threading used to knit women’s underwear shifted to 
synthetic fibers. The shift in the market left Utica’s mills with excess product, 
eventually leading to the closure of 34 mills. These closures negatively 
affected Utica’s economy and to the residents who no longer had jobs 
and were forced to move elsewhere. This period marks the beginning of 
Utica’s release phase. 
1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950
-1900: Population reaches 56,383
-1902: T.R. Proctor initiates the 
development of the park system 
for Utica when he opens 60 
acres on the grounds of his 
Bagg’s Hotel Farm for public 
recreation. 
-1907: Railroad advancements; 
New York Central extends 49 
miles for its inter-urban line.
-1909: Transportation improvements; 
public trolley cars, new parkway 
brings automobiles into Downtown.
-1910: Population reaches 74,419
-*peak of the textile industry*
-1921: Textile industry declines 
further due to WWII.
-Fredrick Law Olmstead Jr. 
suggests Utica expands south 
and west to respond to decline.
-1922: Principal market of women’s 
knit underwear experienced market 
shifts, leaving Utica’s mills with excess 
product. 
-Utica goes from over 40 mills 
down to 6.
-1928: Continual layoffs in 
textile industry, overcrowding of 
neighborhoods, underrepresented 
immigrants. 
-1931: Population reaches 
101,740 (peak)
-1937-1940: The Works Progress 
Administration (WPA) improves 
recreational opportunities.
-1940: Population 100,518
-1944: General Electric locates 
to Utica.
-1945: Decline of textile industry 
led to the establishment of the 
Utica Industrial Development 
Corp and the Industrial Business 
Development Division to diversi-
fy industry.
-1946: Chicago Pneumatic Tool 
Company (CP) plans to locate 
to Utica.
-1948: CP announces opening 
and employs 2000 people.
-1950: Unemployment drops 
keeping population slightly 
above 100,000 until 1960.
-1911: The Parkway is completed 
from Elm St. to Mohawk St.
-1913-1916: Utica annexes land 
from New Hartford, New York 
Mills, and Deerfield.
-1919: East of Mohawk Street, 
the new, wide, divided Parkway 
boulevard continues to the east 
to link with Culver Avenue and 
the adjacent Frederick T. Proctor 
and Thomas R. Proctor Parks. 
-1920: Population reaches 94,156.
-*textile industry begins to decline*
1900-1910 1921-1930 1931-1940 1941-19501911-1920
-Population Rising
-Exceptional development
-Growth in textile industry
-Parks and Recreation 
department is expanding
-Infrastructure
-Expansion
-Connectivity
-Population Rising
-Industry decline
-Industry declines further
-Expansion to strengthen city
-Rapid decline
-Population reaches peak in the 
beginning of decade.
-Mass improvements to parks and 
recreation
-Population begins to decline by end 
of decade
-New industry emerges
-Diversifying assets
-Stable population
-Employment
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Figure 4.2.1
Image 4.2.1
Figure 4.2.2
Image 4.2.2
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Release
With the industrial identity of Utica rapidly declining, the next 50-60 
years would be spent on recovery. In the beginning of the 1950’s Utica 
attempted to begin efforts of reorganization beginning with their First 
Comprehensive Master Plan. The plan was strongly influenced by urban 
renewal and the arterial highway concept. The urban grid which was 
originally influenced by trade routes and geographic features suggested 
classical design elements found in the plans of Washington and Paris. 
When the arterial was constructed it disrupted this grid cutting of many 
neighborhoods and limiting growth. 
Following the emergence of such an imposing infrastructure, Utica began 
to fall into disrepair. Buildings began collapsing, businesses were closing, 
and people were migrating to other cities or the suburbs away from 
the deteriorating downtown. Utica still continued to lose major corporate 
businesses like General Electric and Lockheed Martin. The result of this 
was a continual population loss. 
1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980
-1950: First Comprehensive 
Master Plan
-1952: Utica establishes training 
program for unemployed textile 
workers to learn metal and 
electronic skills.
-1953: First shopping plaza is 
built leading to the construction 
of subdivisions. 
-Planning for 3 state arterial 
highways begins located along 
filled-in Erie and Chenango 
Canal
-1954: Opening of New York 
State Thruway
-1966: GE Radio Manufacturing 
closes.
-Last major college SUNYIT is 
located in Utica.
.
-1971: Utica became a “second 
chance city” for refugees from 
Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, 
Bosnia, and Somalia.
-1973: Ed Hanna is elected may-
or of Utica.
-1980: General Electric and 
Lockheed Martin begin to close 
plants in Utica and Syracuse.
-Population drops to 75,632
-1960: Utica AUD Opens
-1961: The 3 arterials are 
completed; they connect Utica to 
outlying towns along with access 
to the Mohawk Thruway.
-Utica undergoes urban renewal 
due to the loss of retail and 
residents to the suburbs. 
-Proposals for Oneida County 
Office Building and New York 
State Office Building; both 
clear multiple urban blocks and 
resemble suburban architecture.
-Utica begins to fall into disrepair
-1963: Children’s Museum in 
Bagg’s Square opens.
1951-1960 1966-1970 1971-1975 1976-19801961-1965
-Urban renewal begins
-Diversifying Industry
-Suburban Sprawl
-Auto-centric
-Connectivity
-Transportation
-Transportation
-Loss of Industry due to suburban 
sprawl
-Better to be abandoned than 
saved (Peak of “Release” period)
- Transportation network is lost but 
then re-emerges..
-Mining industry that defined 
Scranton disappears. 
-Abandoned and deteriorating 
infrastructure. People follow interstates 
to suburban regions. 
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Reorganization
As of the last 10 years from 2010-2020, Utica has moved into the 
reorganization phase. This transition began with the diversification of 
industry and focus on healthcare and educational sectors. The mayor 
of Utica announced the Downtown Revitalization Initiative (DRI) granted 
$10 million to Utica to revitalize the community. The main focus of these 
investments will be in the districts of Bagg’s Square, Genesee Street, 
and Varick Street. According to the mayor, the $10 million will go towards 
the development of the Mohawk Valley Regional Hospital, improving/
constructing pedestrian right-of-ways between mixed-use developments, 
neighborhoods, and institutions. Furthermore, infrastructure will be 
updated to support the growth and investment in the urban core. 
1985 1995 2000 2005 2010 Present
-1985: Organized Crime plays a 
strong role in the city.
-1987: Utica’s 3 High Schools 
merge into one called Utica 
Senior Academy.
-1990: City jobs begin to move 
to the suburbs. This led to the 
expansion of the nearby town 
of New Hartford and village of 
Whitesboro. 
-Utica’s lack of quality education 
lost many students to Syracuse 
which contributed to Utica’s 
economic decline. 
-Population Decrease
-2005: DFAS is saved. The 
community relocation created 
600 jobs and brought in $80 
million. To this day it has a great 
influence on the local economy.
-2008: May 29 on Saranac 
Thursday the Matt Brewing Co. 
catches fire. 
-2009: State officials announce 
SUNYIT to construct $45 million 
Computer Chip Commercialization 
Center which would bring 475 
jobs to the area. The plan did not 
break down until 2013.
-2013: Utica Comets play their 
first home game at the Utica 
AUD. 
-Massive Shooting at John’s 
Barber Shop on Main Street.
-2015: Gov. Andrew Cuomo 
announces GE will be moving 
back to Utica and be apart of 
SUNY Polytechnic Institute. This 
would have created 2,000 jobs. 
However, the deal was later 
pulled.
-2019: Ground Breaks on 
Mohawk Valley Heath System in 
Downtown.
-1999: The former Griffiss Air Force 
Base becomes the site for the 1999 
Woodstock Festival.
1985-1995 2001-2005 2006-2010 2011-Present1996-2000
-Suburbanization
-Unemployment
-Crime
-Population loss to other cities 
-Entertainment Site -Employment
-Economic Turnover
-Attracting Residents to area
- Creating a tech corridor between 
multiple Upstate cities. Diversifying 
industry in education sector.
-Building up entertainment identity
-Revitalization begins with driving force 
of hospital construction. The hospital 
will generate jobs, businesses, and will 
be an economic driver. 
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Figure 4.2.3
Image 4.2.3
Figure 4.2.4
Image 4.2.4
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the stanley theatre
genesee street commercial corridor
historical infrastructure
aesthetic quality
landmark
street presence
156 genesee street
genesee street commercial corridor
street presence 
public art/plaza
Rust 2 Green community project
district identity
landmark
143 hotel street
bagg’s square west
historical infrastructure
abandoned zombie property
adaptive re-use potential
historic neighborhood
248 genesee street
genesee street commercial corridor
historical infrastructure
adaptive re-use potential
downtown presence
street frontage
417 main street
bagg’s square east
historical infrastructure
abandoned zombie property
adaptive re-use potential
historic neighborhood
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Exploitation Conservation Release Reorganization
Utica Phase Timeline
The diagram shows the phase overlaps between each case study on an 
evolutionary timeline compared to the data of Utica.
Common Phase Transition Forces
Exploitation:
Detroit- Settlement, Infrastructure, Establishment of Industry.
Scranton- Settlement, Establishment of Industry, Population Growth
Greenville- Settlement, Establishment of Industry, Transportation, Universities
Utica- Settlement, Establishment of Industry, Population Growth
Conservation:
Detroit- Population growth
Scranton- Population growth, industry declines by end of phase
Greenville- Growth of Industry, declines by end of phase
Utica- Growth of Industry, Transportation Expansion, Slow Decline
Release:
Detroit- Loss of industry, population drop, economy low
Scranton- Loss of industry, Obliteration of Electric Streetcar, Loss of City 
Identity
Greenville- Great Depression, system does not fully collapse
Utica- Loss of industry, Collapse of Economy, Loss of Identity, sprawl
Reorganization:
Detroit-  Positive investment, Historical Preservation, Diversifying Industry
Scranton- Restoration, Public Revitalization
Greenville- Popular Destination, Mixed-Use Development, Historical 
Preservation, Environmental Design
Utica- Master Plan, Funding, Restoration, Healthcare and Education Focus
Figure 4.2.6
Image 4.2.5
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CH.5 DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
Marysia LaRosa
5.1 Using Kevin Lynch’s 5 Elements of a City to 
Enhance Design Qualities
5.2 District Breakdown Related to Design Qualities
5.3  The Adaptive Cycle as Scalar Panarchy
5.3.1 
Sense of Place
5.3.2 
Isolated Adaptive Cycle Districts
5.3.3 
Completing the Network
5.3.4 
Focus of Design
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Node Edge Path District Landmark
The strategic spots in 
a city into which an 
observer can enter, and 
which are the intensive 
foci and from which the 
person is traveling.
May be barriers, more 
or less penetrable, which 
close one region off from 
another, or they may be 
seams, lines along which 
two regions are related 
and joined together.
The streets, sidewalks, trails, 
and other channels in which 
people travel. Lynch noted 
that paths were often the 
predominant elements in 
people’s image with the other 
elements being arranged 
and related along paths.
Areas characterized by 
common characteristics, these 
are the medium to large areas, 
which observers mentally 
enter ‘inside of’ and/or have 
some common identifying 
character. 
Landmarks key physical 
characteristics are singularity, 
some aspect that is unique or 
memorable in the context. 
Node
Edge
Path
District
Landmark
Activating intersections between major 
meeting points. Create a sense of 
identity at these nodes, different from 
the others to distinguish them. Allow clear 
access for way-finding and directionality.
SPATIAL DYNAMISM INVESTMENT HISTORICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Investing in nodes will strengthen connectivity 
between separate districts and neighborhoods. The 
investment will improve infrastructure, traffic patterns 
and encourage positive development around them.
Celebrate nodes that engage historical 
infrastructure through way-finding, and threshold 
space. Areas lacking historical infrastructure can 
incorporate murals or sculpture related to city history.
Clearly defining the boundary of a district  through 
landscape design or active programming to 
engage edge and create a sense of place. 
Investment in edge will strengthen the overall 
identity of the surrounding district. A strong edge 
could create safe pedestrian and automobile 
travel zones and improve street quality/aesthetic. 
The result of this investment could  entice business 
owners to occupy retail space on these edges. 
Clearly defining the boundary of a historical district by 
activating spaces within or around historical buildings.
Creating channels within the urban context for 
the observer to use.   They are to act as a way 
for pedestrians to move between districts. The 
path should be easy to travel, engaging,  and 
complementary of the surrounding context.
Investing in path will allow one to fully experience 
the city in one continuous travel pattern.  The 
path will satisfy the neglected aspects of 
the districts it passes through to  rebuild 
community, encourage density, and promote 
the health and well-being of the  citizens.
Acknowledging and activating historical infrastructure 
along path to  add a sense of character or place 
to the experience. Allow pedestrians to interact 
with historical building, materials, and path markers.
Honoring the character of each district 
by embedding program that strengthens 
neighborhood connectivity to public/civic 
use spaces.
Investing in the district as a whole will contribute 
to the positive trajectory of the host cycle, Utica. 
Investment here will encourage investment 
in surrounding districts that will feed off of it.
Ensuring the historical nature of the district 
is respected and is the main focus of design. 
Program should complement the identity 
of the district and historical aesthetic.
Using landmarks to ignite active spaces 
around them and encourage development. 
The space becomes useful while also 
paying tribute to an urban landmark.
Landmarks can become memory pieces that help 
define a community. Maintaining and investing 
in landmarks commemorates the city’s history 
while creating public spaces for citizens to enjoy.
Historical Landmarks are to be highlighted and 
easy to access by car or pedestrian. They should 
include active space and program around them 
where one could learn about the landmark. 
5.1 USING KEVIN LYNCH’S 5 ELEMENTS OF A CITY TO 
ENHANCE DESIGN QUALITIES
Figure 5.1.1 Figure 5.1.2
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This model shows the connectivity between the major districts of 
the MVHS Hospital/Healthcare District, Genesee St. Commercial 
Corridor, Harbor Point, and Bagg’s Square (Yellow Thread). The 
goal of this thesis is to activate these districts in hopes that for future 
planning, the redevelopment efforts could be interconnected. These 
districts are highlighted with colored acrylic based on their positioning 
within  the adaptive cycle. Each district and its associated phase was 
then compared to the three design qualities of Spatial Dynamism, 
Investment and Historical Infrastructure to influence design decisions.
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Based on the  ecological structure diagram showing nested adaptive 
cycles, each district interacts across scales at key phases of the adaptive 
cycle. The nested adaptive cycle existing with each district, is apart of the 
larger adaptive cycle of the city of Utica. Whatever design opportunities 
occur at these smaller, nested adaptive cycles will contribute either 
positively or negatively to the host cycle. Bagg’s Square is the highest 
nested adaptive cycle, which satisfies all qualities of spatial dynamism, 
investment, and historical infrastructure Bagg’s Square can act as a 
catalyst for development and if other nested adaptive cycles are 
engaged and feeding it, if they do not feed the catalyst there will be 
downward or upward growth. This method seeks to find conditions where 
nested adaptive cycles are not contributing to the host or appear to be 
in isolation. If these isolated nested adaptive cycles are to be engaged, 
the host system will benefit and be on an upward path of growth and 
resiliency.
Increasing Opportunity
H
ie
ra
rc
hy
5.3 THE ADAPTIVE CYCLE AS A SCALAR PANARCHY5.2 DISTRICT BREAKDOWN RELATED TO DESIGN 
QUALITIES
Figure 5.2.1
Figure 5.2.2 Figure 5.2.3 Figure 5.3.1
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5.3.1 Sense of Place
Data sourced from Rust 2 Green and Utica Observer Dispatch. 
Districts at Play:
-Bagg’s Square East/West
-The Brewery District (Globe Mills)
-MVHS Hospital/Healthcare District
-Genesee Street Commercial Corridor
-MWPAI Arts District
-Bleeker International Corridor
Spatial Dynamism
Culture and Art Hubs
Investment
Civic Realm and Public Space
Historical Infrastructure
Ethnic and Religious Centers
Educational
Qualities (Outlined Areas):
Places:
Bagg’s square east/west
bleeker international
corridor
genesee street commercial
corridor
mwpai arts district
the brewery district (globe mills)
mvhs hospital/healthcare 
district
harbor point
5.3.2 Isolated Adaptive Cycle Districts
Based upon the catalog of qualities and places within Downtown Utica, 
it can be concluded that majority of activity and density occurs along 
Genesee St. and extends further into Bagg’s Square. These qualities and 
places add to the energy of downtown and are meant to extend into the 
surrounding developments.
The major design issue at hand is the isolation of nested adaptive cycle 
districts, more specifically The Brewery District (Globe Mills), Harbor 
Point, and Bleeker International Corridor (Chancellor Park). Due to their 
isolation, it is difficult for these nested adaptive cycles to feed off of each 
other and contribute to the host cycle. 
The design opportunity will focus on re-incorporating isolated nested 
adaptive cycles into the pathway of connected nested adaptive cycles. 
Re-linking isolated nested adaptive cycles will help feed into the energy 
of the larger host cycle to re-establish design qualities and sense of place 
that these isolated districts currently lack.  
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5.3.3 Completing the Network
The Brewery District (Globe Mills) has the greatest design potential as 
it is the most isolated nested adaptive cycle due to the interstate, which 
disconnects it from all other nested adaptive cycle districts. 
If the design opportunity incorporated The Brewery District (Globe 
Mills) back into the host cycle, its development would naturally connect 
to the, Genesee St. Commercial Corridor, MVHS Hospital/Healthcare 
District, and Bagg’s Square West. These districts additionally touch other 
nested adaptive cycle districts, therefore the momentum generated 
at The Brewery District (Globe Mills) would influence the trajectory of 
development at the surrounding nested adaptive cycles. 
Prioritizing nodes along the new path that connects The Brewery District 
(Globe Mills), MVHS Hospital/Healthcare, and Bagg’s Square West 
will introduce qualities of spatial dynamism, investment, and historical 
infrastructure into each of these districts to put them on a positive growth 
trajectory and complete the downtown district network.
Data sourced from Rust 2 Green and Utica Observer Dispatch. 
5.3.4 Focus of Design
The design will focus on connecting the Brewery District (Globe 
Mills), MVHS Hospital/Healthcare District, and Bagg’s Square West. 
Strengthening this connection will anchor the Downtown core by having 
all districts unified. By taking action in these districts, their nested adaptive 
cycles will contribute positively to the host cycle; Utica as a city. 
Data sourced from Rust 2 Green and Utica Observer Dispatch. 
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Key Plan
Figure 5.3.4 Figure 5.3.5
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CH.6 DISTRICT ANALYSIS
Marysia LaRosa
6.1 Bagg’s Square West
6.2 Mohawk Valley Health System (MVHS)
6.3 The Brewery District (Globe Mills)
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Node Edge Path LandmarkDistrict
Design Opportunities
• Buchard Lane and Canal Street become a designated pedestrian only pathway.
• Paved areas along retail for outdoor use and safe pedestrian gathering
• Green buffer between pedestrians, park, and Oriskany
• Erie Canal Park water feature is a wayfinding element and commemorates the old path of the Erie 
Canal.
Master Plan Analysis
• Edge of Bagg’s Square West is an edge condition that can be a gateway into the Brewery District. 
• Potential for the Erie Canal Linear Park to bleed into MVHS site.
• Carry tertiary pedestrian pathways through the adjacent blocks.
• Re-introduce environmental elements into urban landscape.
• Nodes are gateways into other neighborhoods/developments.
• Bagg’s Square 
Park
• Utica AUD
Fails to Address:
• Canal Street fails to connect to entry of hospital on Broadway.
• The canal feature does not travel to Auditorium or to continue into the Brewery District.
• Connection to MVHS is not reinforced. Erie Canal Park or Canal Street should carry through to connect to 
MVHS Pedestrian pathway.
2.
1. Oriskany St./Genesee St.
2.. Genesee St./Broadway
• Bagg’s Square 
Park
• Utica AUD 
Parking
• Whitesboro St.
• Canal St.
• Oriskany St.
• Genesee St. 
• Broadway
• Washington St.
• Seneca St.
• Hotel St.
• Bagg’s Square 
West
1.
Bagg’s Square Vision Plan - Rust 2 Green Capstone Studio, 2014.
Site of MVHS
2.
1.
Bagg’s Square West represents all qualities outlined in the rubric (spatial 
dynamism, investment, and historical infrastructure).
The path study examines both Nodes 1 and 2 (Node 2 being the weakest 
and 1 being the strongest). Node 1 is the strongest because it engages 
multiple districts and creates opportunities for decision making along the 
path. The Erie Canal Linear Park continues beyond Bagg’s Square West to 
Bagg’s Square East to extend the path and engage edge conditions. Node 2 
is the weakest due to its lack of connection between MVHS and the Brewery 
District.  To the South of Node 2 (the MVHS District), there is great potential 
to extend the  Canal St. pedestrian path to  Broadway which will join these 
districts inherently.
Spatial Dynamism
Investment
Historic Infrastructure
Bagg’s Square East/West
6.1 BAGG’S SQUARE WEST
Figure 6.1.1 Figure 6.1.2
Figure 6.1.3
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4
Node Edge Path LandmarkDistrict
Design Opportunities
• Connect Erie Canal Linear Park to MVHS pedestrian pathway.
• Create a safe path through MVHS campus that connects to Bagg’s Square and The Brewery District.
• Add a level of parking to deck to eliminate excess surface parking.
• Strengthen edge along arterial; bring in dynamic program.
Master Plan Analysis
• Autocentric driven design; not many safe pedestrian pathways .
• Building design disrupts historic urban grid. 
• Poor entry into hospital campus
• Surface parking is adjacent to Oriskany St. ; does not create a dynamic urban environment; ignores 
building and street relationship; destroys urban identity original to city.
• Pedestrian pathway leads to no destination besides parking; creates an unsafe path; does not 
encourage people to walk down.
• Does not connect to Utica AUD or Brewery District.
• Utica AUD
• MVHS
Fails to Address:
• Bagg’s Square entertainment and Brewery District.
• Pedestrian centered design
• Ignores urban edge conditions
2. Oriskany St./Broadway
3. Broadway/Lafayette St.
4. Varick St./Lafayette St.
5. Columbia St./Varick St.
• State St./
Oriskany St.
• State St./
Cornelia St
• Cornelia St./
Pine St.
• Columbia St./
Broadway
• Lafayette St.
• Pine St.
• Broadway
• MVHS 5.
Node 2 being the weakest node from the Bagg’s Square West analysis needs a stronger connection to the MVHS district. This could be accomplished by 
enforcing edge at the MVHS site. The existing plan calls for surface parking along Oriskany St., discouraging pedestrian movement and isolating the MVHS 
district even further. By extending Canal St. from Bagg’s Square West through MVHS, a pedestrian could experience the hospital site and have a direct 
connection to the Brewery District. Introducing this path will encourage development at the weak edges.
3.
2.
Spatial Dynamism Investment Historic Infrastructure
6.2 MOHAWK VALLEY HEALTH SYSTEM (MVHS)
Figure 6.2.1 Figure 6.2.2
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Node Edge Path LandmarkDistrict
Design Opportunities
• Continue similar language down Varick St. to engage other busniesses and connect to MVHS.
Master Plan Analysis
• Area infront of Matt Brewing Co. along Varick St. is given back for pedestrian use.
• Business centralized
• Design sets up entrance into East/West Utica.
• Recreational elements are introduced for neighborhood use
• Social Hub for the community
• Protected pedestrian paths
• Dedicated paved automobile paths
• Safe wayfinding
• Boulevards 
• Globe Mils
• Matt Brewing Co.
• -Needle Sculpture
Fails to Address:
• Must tie into Varick St. to engage entire Brewery community and connect to Downtown 
entertainment and hospital districts.
6. Court St./Varick St. Globe Mils
Court St./Varick St.
Sunset St./Court St.
Sunset St./Warren St.
Stark St./Warren St.
• Varick St.
• Court St.
• Stark St.
• Sunset St.
• Warren St.
• Globe Mils 
Green Space
• Varick/Court St. 
Plaza
• Hirt Park
• Brewery District 6
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ck S
t.
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rk
 S
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et
 S
t.
Court St.
Warren St.
The master plan for Globe Mils is quite successful, however, to connect al 3 districts it wil be necessary to continue the language of the Erie Canal Linear park down Lafayette St. and then Varick St. naturaly, this wil create an urban corridor 
that wil connect both the Bagg’s Square entertainment district and the Brewery District, which is also a community destination. The new pathway would provide a safe way for people to travel between events and experience the history of the 
neighborhood. By “greening” Varick St., naturaly, this intervention would bleed into surrounding side streets and would increase resiliency within the neighborhood. The new corridor would lead people directly into the Globe Mils development and 
Matt Brewing Co., greatly changing the identity of Varick St. 
Spatial Dynamism Investment Historic Infrastructure
6.3 THE BREWERY DISTRICT (GLOBE MILLS)
Figure 6.3.1 Figure 6.3.2
Hirt Park
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CH.7 DESIGN INTERVENTION: 
UTICA CITYWALK
Marysia LaRosa
7.1 Design Intent
  
7.1.1 
Community Investment
7.1.2 
Node Weaknesses / Vision
7.2 Design Qualities
7.3 Nodes
7.3.1 
Node 1 - Oriskany St. & Genesee St.
7.3.2 
Nodes 2 and 3 - Broadway & Oriskany St., Broadway & Lafayette St.
7.3.3
 Nodes 4 and 5 - Columbia St. & Lafayette St.
7.3.4 
Node 6 - Court St. & Varick St.
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Phase 1 of the Utica Citywalk will focus on connecting Nodes 1-6. The Utica 
Citywalk engages Bagg’s Square West (Reorganization Phase), The MVHS 
(Exploitation Phase), and The Brewery District (Release Phase). Within these 
districts are sites such as The Utica Auditorium, The Irish Cultural Center, Matt 
Brewing Co., and Globe Mills. The Utica Citywalk will create a safe path 
for pedestrians to travel between multiple districts to engage in community 
activities, social and sports events, and neighborhood history. The design 
will begin the process of uplifting these isolated adaptive cycle districts by 
using low cost design strategies (street paint, murals, tacticle urbanism, and 
temporary events) to allow them to phase transition and connect them to 
other adaptive cycle districts. 
Phase 2 of the Utica Citywalk begins to engage connector streets of Phase 1. 
This begins to show the evolution of the Utica Citywalk and how it can begin 
to bleed into the surrounding context. It can be observed that the investment 
at Phase 1 transitioned the isolated adaptive cycle districts. Bagg’s Square 
West still exists in the reorganization phase but is further developed, MVHS 
now exists in the conservation phase, and The Brewery District is in the 
beginning of the reorganization phase. The energy generated within these 
districts due to phase transitioning, will be transferred further along the 
path. This transfer of energy will generate additional nodes in which new 
development will occur. The placement of these nodes will create movement 
through the isolated adaptive cycle districts and begin to connect them back 
to the Genesee St. Commercial Corridor. 
Phase 3 will complete the Utica Citywalk with the opportunity for its efforts 
to continue expanding to East and West Utica. In this visualization, the Utica 
Citywalk engages all connector streets from Phase 1 and 2, creates new nodes, 
and links the isolated adaptive cycle districts to the Genesee St. Commercial 
Corridor. All districts now exist in the reorganization phase. The resultants of this 
phase are complete streets, dense corridors, small-large scale development, 
public amenities, occupied zombie properties, expanded transportation routes, 
pedestrian accessibility, increased downtown residents, economic stimulus, and 
strengthened district identity. This path engages Bagg’s Square West, MVHS, 
The Brewery District, multi family housing, neighborhoods, City Hall, MWPAI 
Arts District, Bleeker International Corridor, and Genesee St. Commercial 
Corridor.
With Utica as a whole existing on the cusp of the reorganization phase, 
there has been substantial development occurring in the Downtown 
area, specifically within the 3 districts of Bagg’s Square West, MVHS, 
and The Brewery District. 
Bagg’s Square West is on the rise due to the popularity of the Utica 
Auditorium (Hockey Stadium). In 2017, the auditorium received a $10 
million state-funded grant for renovations which included a 26,000 sf 
expansion, new entrance, outdoor plaza, new bathrooms, LED light 
fixrures, new offices, and luxury boxes. There are plans to develop what 
is called “The U-District” adjacent to the auditorium which is a proposed 
arts, sports, and entertainment district. This includes the $44 million Nexus 
Center (sports and recreation hub). This development will occupy the 
neighboring zombie properties of Bagg’s Square West. 
MVHS is the newest large scale development in Downtown Utica. The 
hospital is estimated to generate 1,500 jobs and cost $480 million. The 
centrally located health care facility will benefit neighboring businesses 
and allow more people access to health care. The hospital features a 
pedestrian pathway that will connect to The Brewery District.
The newly developed Irish Cultural Center, also known as Five Points 
Pub exists at the gateway of the Brewery District. The public house was 
built here because of its historical significance. The Irish community of Utica 
say it sits on “sacred ground;” the very spot where the first Irish Catholic 
Church was created in 1850. The structure was completed in 2019 and 
continues to be one of the most popular attractions in Downtown Utica.
There continues to be development occurring in Utica especially with 
Globe Mills, Lofts at 502, Kennedy Plaza Apartments, and Matt 
Brewing Co. These projects greatly influence the identity of Utica’s urban 
fabric and represent its diversified culture and community. Connecting 
these developments through the Utica Citywalk will encourage future 
community investment and increase commercial and residential density 
along the path.
N
7.1 DESIGN INTENT
7.1.1 Community Investment
Figure 7.1.1 Figure 7.1.2
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UTICA CITYWALK
phase 1 (0-3 year investment) phase 2 (3-5 year investment) Phase 3 (6-10 years investment)
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 utica citywalk
1
2
3
4
5
6
Westbound Oriskany St./
Broadway
• Auto dominated
• Lack of character leading 
to auditorium
• Insufficient crosswalk for 
event destination
• Little to no street frontage
• No buffer between pedestrian 
and auto
Lafayette st. /Varick st.
• Auto dominated
• Overgrown Landscape
• Narrow Sidewalks
• Dark Underpass (Safety Issue), 
Unpleasant
• No “arrival” sequence to Brewery 
District
• Ignores historic architecture
Columbia st. /Varick st.
• Auto dominated
• Wide intersection
• No Crosswalks
• Overgrown Vegetation
• Narrow Sidewalks
• Abandoned Infrastructure
• Poor Lighting/Street Design
• Lack of Identity
Court st. /Varick st.
• Poor connection between Globe 
Mills and Brewery
• Narrow Sidewalks
• Auto dominated
• Abandoned Infrastructure
Lafayette st. /broadway
• Parking deck on street frontage 
• Narrow to no sidewalk
• Poor Lighting
• Uninviting Streetscape
Genesee St./Oriskany St.
• Poor street markings
• Poor Signage
• Destruction of Median
• Poor Lane Design
• Poor “gateway” into 
Downtown
N
SPATIAL DYNAMISM: DEVELOP EVOLVING paths
multi-modal streets, land-use improvements, surface improvements
This visualization shows ways to implement spatial dynamism to a main 
street with limited sidewalk space. The vision maintains traffic patterns 
but removes some parallel parking spaces for parklets, curb bulbs, or 
bike storage. Parklets could be programmed according to building use, 
providing a place for people to sit, eat, or socialize. Alleyways between 
buildings can be resurfaced with colorful hard-scape for a more dynamic 
space for public use. The sidewalk could be widened for a bike path, 
landscape and street-scape elements.
7.1.2 Node Weaknesses / Vision
strengthen neighborhood interaction
design adaptable streets
create safe streets
ignite human and ecological well-being
Adapting streets to accommodate pedestrians encourages and strengthens 
social interactions. These relationships and communication are essential to 
thriving communities and neighborhoods. These changes provide a positive 
return on investment for local business owners and residents. 
Interventions that support walkability as well as other activities such as biking 
not only provide health benefits to the people, but also reduce CO2 emissions 
that vehicles emit. Making streets less auto dominated reduces traffic speeds 
therefore creating less injury.
Parking spaces and abandoned lots can serve a variety of different activities. 
These residual spaces can be activated as play, social, or environmental uses 
depending on the need for that street/community. 
The purpose of activating streets is to increase the health and mobility of 
the user. In conjunction, these interventions can support ecological systems 
through storm-water retention and pocket parks. There is great need for 
these amenities in dense urban contexts.
7.2 DESIGN QUALITIES
HISTORICAL INFRASTRUCTURE: CREATE MEMORY PIECES/landmarks
sculpture, art, cultural markets, music, food-trucks, adaptive-reuse
To best commemorate the culture and history of a city, a commercial street 
can adapt to a shared street. A shared street blurs the divide between 
the sidewalk and road by removing the curb, creating an unconstrained 
pedestrian surface. The lighter colored paving indicates the surfaces where 
cars and bikes are permitted to travel at very slow speeds. The street is easily 
transformable for weekend events and festivals. Alleyways are adapted to 
exhibit historical monuments, sculptures, local art, and market space.
Investment: install pocket installations at zombie properties or edges
transitional installations, play-space, pocket parks
For neighborhood scenarios or tertiary intersections, traffic calming elements 
are necessary to create a safe environment for pedestrians. Curb bulbs or 
chicanes (alternating curb bulbs) reduce the width of the street prompting 
vehicles to move slower through the street. Speed Bumps are also low cost 
ways to mitigate traffic speed. Vacant lots have the opportunity to become 
pocket parks. Community Gardens are a low cost-investment that influence 
community building and regenerate zombie properties. 
Figure 7.1.3
Image
Figure 7.2.1 Figure 7.2.2 Figure 7.2.3
5 4 2
136
Main Street Configuration Tertiary Street Configuration Residential Street Configuration
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utica coffee roasting
genesee towers
apac building
utica auditorium
doubletree hotel
utica observer dispatch
give back large expanses of land to 
nature or construct infrastructure at 
street edge
renovate historic zombie properties 
and activate their alleyways for public 
use. 
Strengthen edge; elminate surface 
parking and invest in a pocket park.
Create a dynamic marketplace in 
parking lot for public use and events. 
1
2
Node 1 will become a proper gateway between Downtown Utica and 
Bagg’s Square using primarily qualities of spatial dynamism (main street 
configuration). To support the neighborhood around Genesee Towers, 
qualities of historic infrastructure and investment will be implemented to 
encourage the adaptive re-use of buildings and create a new active 
corridor. 
The new street configuration will program the median to be an active 
public space with bio-retention features and safe walking paths. The 
enhanced sidewalks will support building frontages and create a dynamic 
pathway leading to the Utica Auditorium. 
7.3.1 Node 1 - Oriskany St. & Genesee St.
The Oriskany St. Elongated Node connects Genesee St. to historical 
Bagg’s Square West. The scheme introduces the “Utica Citywalk” which 
connects all nodes in the Downtown area. Along the path is a wayfinding 
water feature, in memory of the Erie Canal. Bike paths are created 
to extend the nearby Erie Canal Trail to Downtown. The central park 
introduced nature back into Bagg’s Square West which is rather industrial. 
Shared streets slow down traffic while also providing social space within 
the park’s footprint. Parklets are a buffer between businesses and the road 
for a safe pedestrian experience. Zombie properties either vacant or un-
occupied buildings are subject to adaptive reuse or to be developed into 
pocket parks. Surface parking or alleyways are to be paved with colorful 
tiles to become plaza spaces for weekend markets or social spaces for 
businesses. The Oriskany St. Elongated node will create a safer street 
experience by prioritizing pedestrian paths, improving lighting, traffic 
calming, adding landscape buffers, and creating designated social spaces. 
Oriskany St. Elongated Node
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7.3 NODES
Figure 7.3.2 Oriskany St. Elongated Node Facing East to Genesee St.
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Invest: 
• Markets/Event at Zombie 
Properties
• Street Art/Art Parks
• Pedestrian Accessibility 
• Land-Use
• Activity Programming
Invest: 
• Shared Street
• Physical Elements (Furniture, 
Signage, Materials)
• Bike Paths
• Bus Route
• Social Median (Walking Path, 
Water Element, Safety)
Invest: 
• Density + Increased Tax Base
• (Multi-functionality, Safety)
• Events
• Farmer’s Markets
• Activated Alleyways
• Pocket Parks
Partners Involved:
• Neighborhood Groups
• City Agencies
• Adjacent Property Owners
• Business Associations
Partners Involved:
• City Agencies
• Local Businesses
• Neighborhood Associations
• Adjacent Property Owners
• Dept. of Transportation
Partners Involved:
• Parks and Recreation
• Local Businesses
• City Agencies
• Neighborhood Associations
• Adjacent Property Owners
Figure 7.3.3 Figure 7.3.4 Figure 7.3.5
resilient, steady - state  systemmid-reorganization phaseend of release phase : pre reorganization
*existing plan shown*
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3-5 Years (Low Cost Investment in Farmer’s Market) 6-10 Years (Future Investment in colorful mosaics for a dynamic, adaptable space)
West Bagg’s Marketplace Oriskany St. Westbound
0-3 years 0-3 Years
3-5 years 3-5 years
6-10 years 6-10 years
(Low Cost Investment in Street Paint, Plants, Physical Elements. & Signage) (Low Cost Investment in Sidewalk Improvements)
(Median Park, Parklet, Urban Landscape, Bike Path, Physical Elements) (LED Crosswalk, Large Scale commercial and residential occupancy, increased downtown residency)(Low Cost Investment in Pop-Up Farmer’s Market & Landscape) (Invest in Colorful Mosaic Pavement, physical elements, increased residential and commercial occupancy, increased tax base)
Create: Create:
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doubletree hotel
city hall
kennedy place 
apartments
mvhs site
node 1
utica auditorium
3
2
Improve pedestrian experience and 
engage edge through landscape and 
sidewalk/street improvements.
Implement traffic calming elements for 
hospital and city hall staff safety.
Allow vacant lots to be occupied by 
businesses to support hospital development.
Fill-in vacant lots with new construction, 
landscape or parks.
Nodes 2 & 3 will continue the qualities developed at Node 1 to reach 
the site of the Utica Auditorium and MVHS Hospital. Qualities of historic 
infrastructure and investment will be implemented to encourage the 
adaptive re-use of buildings, encourage new develop, and create safer 
pedestrian access points.
Node 2 will program the median to be an extension of the Oriskany 
St. Elongated Node. The enhanced sidewalks will support building 
frontages and create a dynamic pathway leading to the Utica Auditorium. 
Infrastructure will be improved to ensure the quality and safety of the 
pedestrians traveling through the node. Node 3 which exists at the side 
entrance of the MVHS, will use low-cost speed bumps to mediate traffic 
for the staff working at the hospital and nearby city hall. The use of this 
area will encourage future density along Lafayette St. extending back to 
Genesee St. 
7.3.2 Nodes 2 and 3 Broadway & Oriskany St. , 
Broadway & Lafayette St.
N
The Oriskany St. Elongated Node connects to Nodes 2 & 3. These nodes 
echo the design intent of Node 1 while allowing the Utica Citywalk to 
extend further toward the Utica Auditorium, MVHS, and Brewery District. 
Nodes 2 & 3 implement qualities of investment and spatial dynamism. This 
growth at Node 2 will come as a result of Node 1 and will further solidify 
the identity of Bagg’s Square West creating a complete neighborhood. 
The Utica Auditorium, which hosts hockey games, is a popular event 
amongst Utica residents. The growth within this sports industry will 
encourage density adjacent to it with hockey facilities and businesses 
such as restaurants and retail.  Node 3 will  act as a transition point 
between Genesee St., MVHS, and Bagg’s Square West. This node is a 
moderately dense intersection that currently is not suited for pedestrians. 
The new design will incorporate speed bumps to calm traffic in addition 
to street improvements. The safer intersection will be suitable for nearby 
hospital and city hall staff. 
Broadway Nodes
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Node 2 - Broadway & Oriskany St.
Oriskany Elongated Node
Utica Auditorium Entry Walk
Node 3 (Traffic Calming) - Broadway & Lafayette St.
Proposed Retail
Proposed Utica Aud. Facilities
Proposed Retail
Figure 7.3.7 Nodes 2 & 3 facing East to the Oriskany St. Elongated Node and Genesee St.
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Invest: 
Landscape 
New Crosswalk Paint
Speed-Bumps
Improved Streets/Sidewalks
Invest: 
Signage/Materials
Extend Bike Path
Lighting/Traffic Signals
Landscaped Median
Invest: 
Retail/Local Businesses
Infrastructure
Utica Auditorium 
Partners Involved:
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City Agencies
Adjacent Property Owners
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Urban Planning Commission
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Adjacent Property Owners
Parks and Recreation
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Dept. of Transportation
Non-Profits
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Utica Auditorium 
Improve street infrastructure create safe pedestrian access further enhance utica auditorium entertainment district
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Lafayette St.
Lafayette St.
Lafayette St.
Columbia St.
Columbia St.
Columbia St.
Oriskany St.
Oriskany St.
Oriskany St.
Surface parking = future building infill
Surface parking = future building infill
Surface parking = future building infill supported edge pedestrian accessibility = improved streetscape
Increased density (1-2 stories)
Increased density (3-4 stories)
Increased density (1-2 stories)
Increased density 
(utica aud facilities)
Increased density (1-2 stories)
bike path,bus route
Increased density (1 story)
Increased density (1-4 stories)
traffic calming
increased density (1-4 stories)
poor gateway into mvhs
zombie properties = future building infill, supported edge
zombie property = future building infill
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Broadway & Lafayette St. Intersection
(increase density with vernacular architecture, retail and residential) Extend Node 1 Bike Path and MVHS Pedestrian Path, Corner Park)
(Low Cost Investment in crosswalk improvements and speed bumps) (Low Cost Investment in Underpass Art and Physical Elements)
(Large scale development continues eastward on lafayette st. (retail, office, and residential) 6-10 Years (Future Investment in Physical Elements)
Broadway & Oriskany St. Intersection
(Extend bike path, improved physical elements, traffic median) (increased density, lower scale development to occupy surface parking lots, retail)
0-3 years 0-3 years
3-5 years 3-5 years
6-10 years 6-10 years
(Low Cost Investment in Street Improvements)
Create: Create:
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POLISH COMMUNITY CLUB
matt brewing co.
globe mills
mill square lofts
mvhs (site)
five points public 
house
(irish cultural 
center) st. joseph, st. patrick 
church
Create a pocket park which acts as a 
gateway into Brewery District
Activate underpass with wall art, 
proper sidewalks,lighting, wayfinding, 
and landscape
Landscape neighborhood/interstate 
buffer
Strengthen busniess exteriors with 
widened sidewalks, lighting, and street 
furniture. 
5
4
Nodes 4 & 5 will become a proper gateway between the Mohawk Valley 
Hospital System a and the Brewery District. By continuing the path of the 
MVHS pedestrian walkway, activating the underpasses on Columbia St. 
and Lafayette St., and their associated nodes will strengthen the identity 
of the highly admired Brewery District. This design incorporates elements 
of all three design qualities. Underpass design will utilize the skills of local 
artists to paint murals, lighting and wayfinding will be improved as well 
as sidewalks/landscape. Nodes 5 will become a traffic calming round-
about that will prioritize pedestrian movement. Surrounding these nodes 
will be pocket parks/gathering spaces for the adjacent cultural, religious, 
and entertainment venues. The streetscape will be reinforced with proper 
sidewalks, landscape, lighting, and social spaces for businesses. The bike 
path which began at Node 1 will continue around these 2 nodes.
7.3.3 Nodes 4 and 5 - Columbia St. & Lafayette St.  
Node 4 extends the proposed MVHS pedestrian walk to meet Varick 
St. to act as a proper gateway into the historic Brewery District. To 
continue a pedestrian centered design approach, the pedestrian walk 
leads into a shared street which creates a healthy relationship between 
the pedestrian and automobile by dramatically mitigating traffic speeds 
and allowing for the free movement of people and bicyclists. The design 
also incorporates a community garden for the surrounding church and 
cultural centers while also programming a market/event space for the 
neighboring Five Points Irish Pub. Node 5 connects to Node 4 through a 
traffic circle which will act as a traffic calming element in this dense area 
of the Brewery District. This will act as another threshold on Varick St. that 
will lead to Matt Brewing Co.
Varick Street Gateway
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Node 4 - Shared Street Plaza
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MVHS Pedestrian Walk
Five Points Marketplace
Node 5 - Roundabout
Bike Path
Bike Storage
Figure 7.3.12 Nodes 4 & 5 facing South on Varick St. 
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Columbia St.
Varick St.
Lafayette St.
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Columbia St.
Varick St.
Lafayette St.
6-10 YEARS
Invest: 
Art at Underpasses
Improve Street Quality
Low Cost Physical Elements
Activate Zombie Properties
*Create New Boilermaker Road 
Race Route through this area*
Invest: 
Shared Street
Physical Elements (Furniture, 
Signage, Materials)
Bike Paths
Community Garden
Marketplace
Traffic Circle
Invest: 
Site Considerations 
(Multi-functionality, Safety)
Events
Historic Building Preservation
Activated Alleyways
Pocket Parks
Pond/Ice Rink
Partners Involved:
Neighborhood Groups
City Agencies
Adjacent Property Owners
Business Associations
Partners Involved:
City Agencies
Local Businesses
Neighborhood Associations
Adjacent Property Owners
Parks and Recreation
Bicycle Club/Commuters
Dept. of Transportation
Non-Profits
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Local Businesses
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Matt Brewing Co.
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Prioritize pedestrian experience living street preserved and restored main street
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*existing plan shown*
Surface parking = future building infill
increased density (2-3 stories)
zombie properties = future public amenity community garden / five points marketplace
weak intersection traffic calming roundabout
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shared street
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extend mvhs pedestrian path and bike path
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Lafayette St. Pedestrian Path
(Extend Node 1 Bike Path and MVHS Pedestrian Path, Corner Park) Extend Node 1 Bike Path and MVHS Pedestrian Path, Corner Park)
(Low Cost Investment in Underpass Art and Physical Elements) (Low Cost Investment in Underpass Art and Physical Elements)
 (Future Investment in Physical Elements, mid-scale retail and residential development) 6-10 Years (Future Investment in Physical Elements)
Columbia St. & Varick St. Node
(Investment in traffic calming roundabout at brewery gateway) (Future Investment in Physical Elements, Wayfinding, Signage, mid scale retail, office and residential development)
0-3 years 0-3 years
3-5 years 3-5 years
6-10 years 6-10 years
(Low Cost Investment in Street Improvements)
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POLISH COMMUNITY CLUB
matt brewing co.
globe mills
mill square lofts
mvhs (site)
five points public 
house
(irish cultural 
center) st. joseph, st. patrick 
church
Create a transformable street for 
Brewery Events and Boilermaker 
Road-Race
Improve Concert Venue for Brewery 
6
5
4
Node 6 completes the identity of Varick St. by anchoring the design 
efforts implemented at Nodes 4 & 5. Node 6 attempts to support the 
design goals proposed at Globe Mills and the popularity of the Brewery 
District by enhancing the vibrant main street. This Node is a popular 
tourist and event attraction for residents and visitors of Utica due to Matt 
Brewing Co. events and the Boilermaker Road-race that occurs every 
July. Through the design, it is important to keep these events in mind and 
make them apart of the overall design goals. The intervention will include 
qualities of investment and historical infrastructure to pay respect to the 
historic brewery and mill buildings will incorporating low cost investments 
to enhance the Varick St. & Court St. connection. 
7.3.4 Node 6 - Court St. & Varick St. 
The goals for Node 6 are to eventually transform the intersection 
between Varick St. & Court St. into a dynamic transformable street for 
Matt Brewing Co. events and the Boilermaker Road Race. The design 
engages the existing brewery concert venue and continues the same 
language to Varick St. through market/event booths. This strategy can 
be used not only for the two events mentioned but any event the city 
decides to host. The design also adds new social spaces and pocket 
parks occupying zombie properties that once existed along Varick St. The 
new design supports the efforts completed at Nodes 4 & 5, completing 
the core identity of the Brewery District. 
Matt Brewing Co. Node
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5. 3.
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5.6.
Concert Venue
Temporary Street Transformation
New Retail
Street Market
Globe Mills Site
Matt Brewing Co.
Figure 7.3.17 Node 6 facing East on Court St. towards Genesee St.
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Invest: 
Improve Street Quality
Painted Sidewalks
Pocket Parks 
Low-Cost Street Furniture
Landscape
*Create New Boilermaker Road 
Race Route through this area*
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Improve Pocket Parks
Improve Brewery Concert Area
Infill Zombie Properties
Invest: 
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Temporary Street Transformation
Markets/Local Business Markets
Event
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Adjacent Property Owners
Business Associations
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*existing plan shown*
weak edge conditions at brewery
• surface parking
weak triangular plaza
• concert venue
globe mills (planned development)
completed globe mills
new concert venue and park
increased density (2-3 stories)
increased density (2-3 stories)
increased density (2-3 stories)
expanded concert venue
temporary street transformatrion (market)
strengthened brewery edge
• social spaces
• pocket park
• landscape
zombie properties at varick st. edge
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Boilermaker Road Race Finish Line
(Safe Social Zones, Crosswalk, Restored Globe Mills, increased density)
(Low Cost Investment in Sidewalk Art and Landscape)
(Temporary Street Transformation for Markets and Brewery Events, increased retail on varick st.)
Matt Brewing Co. Pocket Park
(Remove Fence; Implement Pocket Park and Low Cost Seating)
(Pavement, Physical Elements, More Landscape) (Add Colorful Mosaics, Improved Physical Elements, and Signage)
0-3 years
3-5 years
6-10 years
3-5 years
6-10 years0-3 years
Create: Create:
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8.1 REFLECTION
Throughout this thesis and the extensive amount of research I did 
on ecological systems such as the adaptive cycle and the Rust-Belt, 
I asked myself many questions. To begin, why is such a culturally and 
creatively diverse region such as the Rust-Belt still recovering from the 
effects of de-industrialization? Why haven’t city agencies researched 
and implemented methods of urban resiliency into their master planning? 
Most importantly, how can the adaptive cycle be a holistic way for Rust-
Belt cities to establish architectural and urban strategies to increase city 
resiliency? 
When choosing Utica as the site for this site for exploration, it was a very 
easy decision to make. Utica is a very special city due to its rich culture, 
community, history, and unique geography. Utica is also the city my mother 
and her family immigrated to when they left Poland in the 1960’s. She 
grew up on Court St. a block from Node 6 and not that much further from 
Genesee St. She always discusses with me how vibrant downtown used 
to be and the memories she built over the years at Matt Brewing Co. and 
Bagg’s Square. When I visited Utica in 2018, I saw those memories she 
shared with me no longer reflected within the urban fabric due to urban 
renewal strategies. This created interest to explore how I could take what 
I’ve learned about urban resiliency and apply it to a city that has lost its 
urban identity and is hoping to rebuild.
My research of the adaptive cycle and Utica’s downtown urban fabric 
led me to the conclusion that by targeting specific nodes with positive 
design qualities, districts will reconnect to one another, thus, placing 
Utica on a positive trajectory of urban resiliency. Further, I concluded 
this process must be evolutionary. Initially, the design strategies must be 
low cost investments to generate incentive for city agencies and the 
community to invest. Overtime, the city, residents, and business owners will 
see the potential for growth in these districts and begin to densify the 
urban core even further. The goal is to invest small at first for the greatest 
potential return for the years to come. 
Each node was specifically chosen to begin the urban evolutionary process. 
The three districts of Bagg’s Square West, MVHS, and The Brewery District, 
are districts of historical infrastructure, new development, and tourism. These 
districts receive some of the most visitation from residents and visitors of Utica. 
The nodes target gateway points between each district to create a unified 
path; The Utica Citywalk. The Utica Citywalk gives residents/visitors a safe 
and experiential way to see downtown or reach a desired destination. The 
intervention re-connects the districts of downtown to reflect the memory this 
once thriving city once identified itself as. 
The takeaway from this thesis is that any city can employ this resilience 
approach to their master planning goals. When positive design strategies are 
inputted into one district, the effects will naturally influence the cycle of other 
districts. By setting tangible goals and gradually investing in targeted nodes, 
the urban fabric will begin to re-organize itself on a pathway of positive 
resiliency. Lastly, this thesis begins the conversation that the adaptive cycle can 
be a holistic model for not only Rust-Belt cities, but ALL cities, that prolongs 
resiliency, increases density, diversifies industry, encourages organizational 
autonomy, embraces all cultures, and generates new ideas. 
N
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A.1 MODELS
District Model showing major arteries, intersections, and 
connectivity.
Current District Master Plan Collage. This study explored 
the topography and experimented with the scope of the 
Utica Citywalk and possible node locations.
Abstract design exploration model. The model shows the 
three districts of Bagg’s Square West, MVHS, and The 
Brewery District. This model highlights path, node, edge, 
district, and landmark. It acknowledges the phase of 
each district and potential design opportunities.
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Figure 6.2.2 Nodes 2,3,4, & 5 Sketch.
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Figure 6.3.2 Node 6 Sketch.
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Figure 7.1.3 Node Weaknesses Analysis
Figure 7.2.1 Spatial Dynamism Concept Plan
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Figure 7.2.2 Historical Infrastructure Concept Plan
Figure 7.2.3 Investment Concept Plan
Figure 7.3.1 Node 1 Scope
Figure 7.3.2 Oriskany St. Elongated Node Facing East to Genesee St. 
Perspective.
Figure 7.3.3 Node 1, 0-3 Year Plan.
Figure 7.3.4 Node 1, 3-5 Year Plan.
Figure 7.3.5 Node 1, 6-10 Year Plan.
Figure 7.3.6 Nodes 2 & 3 Scope
Figure 7.3.7 Nodes 2 & 3 Facing East to Oriskany St. Elongated Node and 
Genesee St. Perspective.
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